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INTRODUCTION
Unti I shortly after the end of the Second
World War our concept of th e State and our
political life had developed almost entirely
on the basi s of national constitutions and
laws. It was on this basis in our democ ratic
States th at th e rules of conduct binding not
on ly on citizens and parties but also on the
State and its organs were created. It took the
complete collapse of Europe to give a new
impetus to th e idea of a new Euro pea n order,
at least in Western Europe. The fo undation
stone of a European Community was laid by
the then French Foreign Mini ster Robert
Schuman in hi s declaration of 9 May 1950, in
which he put forward the plan he had worked out with jean Monnet to pool Europe's
coal and steel industries. By this means, he
declared, a historic initiative would be taken
for an organized and vital Europe, which was
indispensable for civilization and without
which the peace of the world cou ld not be
maintained. This plan became a rea lity with
the conclusion of the foundin g Treaty of the
European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC)
on 18 April 1951 in Paris and its entry into
force on 23july 1952.A further development
came some yea rs later with the Treaties of
Rome of 25 March 1957, which created the
European Economic Community (EEC) and
the European Atomic Energy Community
(Eu ratom). The fou nding States of these Communities w ere Belgium, th e Federal
Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands. On 1 january
1973 Denmark, Ireland and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland acceded to the Community; the accession of Norway, which had been planned
to take place at the sa me time, was rejected
by a referendum in October 1972. In 1976
and 1977 Greece, Portugal and Spain submitted applications to join the Community. This
'so uthward extension' of the Commun ity
w as completed with the accession of Spain
and Portugal on 1 january 1986, Greece having al ready become a member on 1 Jan uary
1981. Twelve European States are now united

in the Community. Applications for membership have been made by Turkey (1987),
Austria (1989), Cyprus (1990), Malta (1990),
Sweden (1991) , Finland (1991), Switzerland
(1992) and Norway (1992).
Since the entry into force of the Treaties of
Rome on 1 janu ary 19 58 three separate Communities have existed, each based on its own
founding instrumen ts. From a lega l point of
view this situ ation has remain ed unchanged
to the present day, since no formal merger of
th e three Communities has ever taken place.
Th ere are howeve r good reason s for regard- i
ing these three Communities, different as
th ey are in th e fie lds they cover, as constituting one unit so far as their political and
legal structure is concerned. They have been
set up by the same Member States and are
based on the same fundamental objectives,
as ex pressed in th e preambles to th e three
Treaties: to create 'a n organized and vital
Europe', 'to lay the foundations of an ever
closer union among the peoples of Europe',
and to combine th eir efforts to 'contribute ...
to the prosperity of their peoples'.
This approach was also adopted in the
resolution of the European Parli ament of 16
February 1978, which proposed that the
three Communities should be designated
'the European Community'. Common usage
too, both in the media and in everyday life,
has long since come to regard the three Communities as one. The Treaty on European
Union (Maastricht Treaty), signed by the
Heads of State or Government of th e Member
States in Febru ary 1992, provides for the expression 'European Community' to replace
'European Economic Community'. The EEC
1
Trea ty becomes the EC Treaty. The point is ;

1

For ease of reference, where Articles of the
former EEC Treaty have been renumbered in
the new EC Treaty, the old numbers are
indicated in a footnote beginning with an
asterisk (*).

to reinforce perceptions of the qual itative
transition from a Commu nity with primaril y
economi c purposes to a ful ler politi ca l
union. For si mpli city's sake th is booklet
refers throughout to the European Community (EC), but in a sli ghtly different sen se,
looking at all three Communities (ECSC,
EEC, Euratom) as an aggregate, which goes
further th an even the Maastricht Treaty.
The legal o rder created by th e European
Community has already become an
establish ed component of our politica l life.
Each year, on the bas is of the Community
treaties, thousand s of decisions are taken th at
crucia ll y affect the lives of the Community's
Member States and of their citizens. The ind ividual has long since ceased to be merely
a citizen of his town , district or State; he is

also a Com munity ci tizen. For th is reason
alone it is of th e hi ghest im portance th at the
Commun ity citizen should be informed
abo ut th e legal order th at affects him personall y. Yet th e complexi ties of th e Commu nity and its lega l order are not easy for the
citizen to grasp. This is partly du e to the
wording of the treaties themselves, w hich is
often somewhat obscure and the imp lications of which are not easy to d isce rn. An additiona l factor is th e unfamiliarity of many
concepts with which the treaties sought to
break new ground. The fo llow ing pages are
an attem ptto clarify the structure of the Community and the supporting pi llars oft he European lega l order, and thu s help to lessen the
incomprehension prevai lin g amon g Community citi zens.

THE 'CONSTITUTION'
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
Every social organization has a constitution.
By means of a constitution the structure of a
political system is defined, that is to say the
relationship of the various parts to each other
and to the whole is specified, the com mon
objectives are defined and the rules for making binding decisions are laid down. Th e
constitution of the European Community, as
an association of States to which quite
specific tasks and functions have been allotted, must thus be able to answer the same
questions as the consti tution of a State.
This Community constitution is not, as in the
case of most of the constitutions of its
Member States, laid down in a comprehensive constitutional document, but arises from
th e totality of rules and fundamental values
by which those in au thority regard
themselves as bound. These rules are to be
found partly in the founding treaties or in the
legal instruments produced by the Community institutions, but they also rest partly
on custom .
In the Member States th e body politic is
shaped by two overriding principles: the rul e
of law and democracy. All the activiti es of the
Community, if they are to be true to the fundamental
requirements of law and
democracy, must be both legally and
democratically legitimated: foundation ,
construction, competence, operation, the
position of the Member States and their institutions and the position of the citizen.
What answers, then , does the Community
order afford to these questions concerning its
structure, its fundamental values and its institutions?

The text of this publication was completed on
15th November 1993. It, therefore, does not
include details of institutional changes after
that date.

• STRUCTURE OF THE
COMMUNITY
The tasks of the Community
In its structure the Community order
resembles the constitutional order of a State.
This is immediately apparent from the list of
tasks entru sted to the Community. These are
not the narrowly circumscribed technical
tasks common ly assumed by intern ational
organizations, but fields of competence
whi ch, taken as a whole, form essential attributes of statehood. Under the ECSC Treaty
the Community is competent fo r the Community-wide adm ini stration of the coal and
steel industries, which play a key role in the
national economies. The European Atomic
Energy Community has common tasks to
perform in research for, and utilization of,
atomic energy. Finally, the EEC does not aim,
like the other two Communities, at the closer
interlocki ng of specific sectors of the
economy (so-called economic integration).
Rather, its task is, by establishing a common
market that unites the national markets of the
Member States and on which all goods and
services can be offered and sold on the same
conditions as on an internal market, and by
the gradual approximation of the national
economic policies in all sectors of the
economy, to weld the Member States into a
community. Specific matters cove red are free
movement of goods, free movement of
workers, freedom of establishment, freedom
to provide services and freedom of capital
movements and payments, agriculture, trans- ;
port policy, soc ial policy and competition.
Only a few, albeit important, aspects of State
sovereignty are withheld from the Community, such as defence, diplomacy, education
and cu lture; but even in these spheres certain
partial aspects are subject to Community
competence.

The concept of establishing a common
market has been revitalized by the programme aimed at completion of the internal
market by 1992. This programme was born of
the reali zation th at, on the one hand, there
remained a series of national obstacles to the
full establishment of the freedoms on which
the common market is based and that, on the
other hand, important sectors of the
economy suc h as telecommunications and
pub lic procurement were not included in the
common market. In its White Paper on the
completion of the internal market, the Commission of the European Communities
presented the Heads of State or Government
of the (then) 10 Member States in june 1985
with some 300 proposa ls for legal instru ments, complete with a detail ed
timetabl e, designed to remove all intra-Community barriers by the end of 1992. At the
Milan Summit in the same year, the Heads of
State or Government entrusted the Commission with the political task of implementing
the sin gle market programme. However, to
ach ieve in just seven years what fewer
Member States had failed to achieve in nearly three decades, a mere declaration of
political intent and the adoption of a programme was not enough: the substance of
Project 1992 had to be incorporated into the
Treaties of Rome. Thi s was done by the Single
Eu ropean Act, which added to the EEC Treaty, amon g other new provisions, an Arti cle
8a* stipulating that the Community should
take all the necessary measures to establish
the interna l market progressively by 31
December 1992. This provision entered into
force along with the rest of the Single European Act on 1 Jul y 1987.
The Treaty on European Union, which finally
ca me into force in 1993 after the last remaining obstacles to ratification in a few Member
States had been removed, carries the EC forward to a new econom ic and political
dimension. This European Union will be
built under a sin gle institutional roof standin g on three pillars:

I •Now Art;de 7.ohhe EC '""Y.

Pillar 1: the three European Communities
(EC, Euratom, ECSC), whi ch are to be
deepened and to have an economi c and
monetary union added to them;
Pillar 2: cooperation between the Member
States in the common forei gn and security
policy;
Pillar 3: cooperation between the Member
States in justice and home affa irs.
It will have th e following new tasks and
objectives:
(i) to promote economic and social progress
which is balan ced and sustainable, in particul ar through th e creation of an area
without internal frontiers, through the
stren gthening of economic and social co hesion and throu gh the establishment of an
economic and monetary union, ultimately
includi ng a single currency;
(i i) to assert its identity on the international
scene, in particular through the i mplementation of a common foreign and security policy,
including the eventual framin g of a common
defence policy;
(iii) to strengthen the protection of the ri ghts
and interests of the nation als of its Member
States through the introdu ction of Union
citizenship;
(iv) to develop close cooperation on ju stice
and home affairs and
(v) to maintain in full the acquis com-

munautaire and to build on it.

The powers of the Community
The similariti es between the Community
order and that of a State become even more
striking if we consider the extent of the
powers with which the Community institution s are endowed for the performance of the
tasks entrusted to the Community. The
foundin g treaties do not confer on the Community and its institutions any general power
to take all measures necessary to achieve the
objectives of th e treaty, but lay down in each
chapter the extent of the powers to act (principle of speci fic confe rment of powers). This

method has been chosen by the Member
States in order to ensure that the renunciation of their own powers can be more easil y
monitored and control led . The range of matters cove red by the specific conferm ents of
power varies acco rding to the nature of the
tasks allotted to the Community. It is very farreaching, for insta nce, in the common transport policy, w here any appropriate provisions may be enacted (Articl e 75(1)(a) EC)*, in
agricultural policy (Art icl es 43(2) and 40(3)
EC) and in th e sphe re of freedom of movement of workers (Article 48 EC) . On the other
hand , in competition law (Article 85 et seq.
EC) the scope for discretion on the part of th e
Com munity and its institutions is lim ited by
narrowly defined conditions. In add ition to
these speci al powers to act, th e Co mmunity
treaties also co nfer on the institutions a
power to act w hen this proves necessary to
attai n one of the objectives of the treaty (see
Articles 235 EC, 203 Euratom, 95, first
paragraph, ECSC - subsidi ary power to act).
Th ese articles do not, however, confer on the
institutions any gene ral power enabling
th em to carry out tasks which lie outs ide the
o bjectives laid down in the treati es. And the
subsidiarity principle further debars the
Commun ity institutions from extending their
powers to th e detriment of those of the
M ember States. In practice, after initial
hesitations, the possibili ties afford ed by this
power have been used wi th increas ing frequency. This is because th e Commun ity is
nowadays confronted with tasks that were
not foreseen at the time the foun di ng treaties
were conclud ed, and for whi ch accord ingly
no appropri ate powers were conferred in the
treaties. Exampl es are the protection of the
environment and of consume rs, the
es tablishment of a European Regional Fund
as a means of clos ing the gap between the
deve loped and underdeveloped regions of
the Community, the establi shment of th e
European Monetary Cooperation Fund and
the numerou s research programmes concluded since 1973 outside the European

* Formerly Article

75(i)(c) EEC.

Atom ic Energy Comm unity. Th e Com munity
was speci fically given jurisdiction in these
fi elds by the Sin gle European Act. Finally,
th ere are further powers to take such
measures as are ind ispensable fo r th e effective and meaningfu l impl ementation of
powers that have already been ex pressly
conferred (impli ed powers). Th ese powers
have acquired a special significance in the
conduct of externa l relation s. Th ey enab le
th e Community to assume ob li gation s
towards non-member States or oth er international organizations in fields covered by the
li st of tasks entrusted to the Community. An
outstanding examp le is provided by th e
Kramer case decided by th e Court of ju sti ce
of th e European Communiti es. Thi s case
concerned th e Com munity's capacity to
cooperate with internation al organizations
in fixing fishing quotas and, where thought
approp riate, to assume obligations on the
matter under international law. Th e Cou rt infe rred the necessa ry external competence of
the Community fro m its competence for
fishe ries under th e common agricu ltural
policy.
Th e Treaty on European Union builds on the
powers conferred on the three origina l Communities, extendi ng and addin g to them in a
variety of respects. The European Econ omic
Comm unity (renamed the Europea n Commun ity by th e Treaty on European Union)
can now exercise new powers in re latio n to
the internal market, economi c policy and
monetary policy, embrac ing all th at this entails in social, cu ltu ral, research, political,
enviro nmental and developm ent cooperation. Euratom's powers remain confined to
the economic aspects of research and safety
in relation to the peaceful use of nuclear
energy and the co mmon market in nuclear
materials and eq uipment. The ECSC remains
co mpetent for qu estions affectin g the common market in coa l and steel. The Maastricht
Treaty then adds specific powers fo r the
European Union in matters of foreign and
security policy and justice and home affairs.
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But th e exercise of these powers by the European Union is governed by the subs idi arity
pri nciple, taken over from Roman Catholi c
social doctrine, which has acquired virtuall y
constituti ona l statu s. There are two facets to
it: the affirmative statement th at the EC must
act where the objectives to be pursued can
be better attained at Com munity level, w hi ch
enhances its powers and the negative sta tement that it must not act where objecti ves
can be satisfactorily attai ned by the Mem ber
States acting ind ividua ll y, w hich co nstrains
them. What this means in practice is that all
Community instituti ons, but especially the
Commi ss ion , must always demonstrate that
there is a real need for Community rul es and
com mon action. To paraphrase Montesquieu, when it is not necessary for th e
Com mu nity to take actio n, it is necessary
that it should take none. If the need for Commun ity rules is demonstrated, the next question that arises concerns the intens ity and the
form that they should take. The answe r flows
from the princip le of proportionality that has
entered Commu nity law through the decisio ns of the Court of Justice. It means that the
need for the specific legal instrument must
be thoroughly assessed to see w hether there
is a less constrainin g means of achieving the
same result. The chief conclusion to be
reached in general terms is that framework
legisla ti on, minimum standards and m utual
recog niti on of the Member States' existing
standards shou ld always be preferred to excessively detailed Community rules.

, Legal character: The Community is not
a State
Th ese points of resemblance between the
Comm un ity orde r and the nati ona l order of
a State do not, however, suffice to co nfer on
the Community the legal character of a
(fede ral ) State. Sovereign powers have been
con ferred on the Community institutio ns
only in the limited spheres menti oned above,
and those instituti ons have not been given
any power to increase their competence
merely by their own decision s. Thus, the
Com munity lac ks both the universal jurisdic-

tion cha racteristic of a State and the power to
create new fields of co mpetence.
Even if the Community is not yet a State, it is
certainly more developed than an organization set up under traditiona l international
law. Its o nly essential point of similarity with
traditiona l internationa l organizations is the
fact that it, too, was created by treaties taking
effect under international law. But these
treaties are at the sa me time the foundation
documents establish ing independent Communities endowed with th eir own sovereign
ri ghts and competence. The Member States
have pooled certain parts of th eir own
legi slati ve powers in favour of these Communities and have placed them in the hands
of Community institutions in which,
however, they are given in return substantial
ri ghts of participation. The Com mu nity is
thu s a new form of relationshi p between
States, so methin g between a State in the
traditional sense and an international
organization. The concept of 'supranationality' has become accepted among
lawyers as a means of describ ing their lega l
nature. This is intended to indicate that the
Community is an associatio n endowed with
independent authority, w ith its own
sovereign rights and a legal order independent of the Member States to which both the
Member States and their citizens are subject
in matters for which the Commun ity is competent. It would, however, be wrong to infer
that th e European Community has thus
al ready ach ieved its final fo rm; on the contrary it is sti II a developin g system, the
ultimate contours of which are not yet
predictab le. Thi s remains valid even after the
entry into force of the Treaty on European
Un ion. The Maastricht Treaty is not the end
of th e European Union's deve lopment process but simp ly a step further down the road

=---~---------

towards the ultimate goal. The fundamental
economic and monetary policy areas are
now anchored in the Union itself, and
cooperation both on foreign and security
policy and justi ce and home affairs are also
institutionalized; but the EC as reorganized
at Maastricht is as yet neither a unitary nor a
federal State in the accepted sense of the

-

words in international or constitutional law.
Further progress in integration would be
needed before that could come about, and
for the moment there is Iittle evidence that all
those involved in the project are ready for it.
There are sti II considerable differences of
opinion on what the European Union is to be
and do.

• FUNDAMENTAL VALUES
OF THE COMMUNITY
The foundations for constructing a united
Europe were laid on fundamental ideas and
values to which the M ember States also
subscribe and which are translated into practical reality by the Community's operational
i nstitutions. These acknowledged fundam ental values include the securing of a
lasting peace, unity, equa lity, freedom,
solid arity, and economi c and social security.

The Community as guarantor of peace
There is no motive for European unifi catio n
that is surpassed by th e desire for peace. In
Europe, this century, two world wars have
been wa ged between countries that are now
Member States of the European Community.
Thus, a policy for Europe means at the same
time a policy for peace, an d the establi shment of the Community simultaneously
created the centre-piece for a framework for
peace in Europe that renders a war between
the Community's Member States impossible.
More than 40 years of peace in Europe are
proof of this.

Unity as the Community's leitmotiv
Unity is the Community's leitmotiv. Presentday problems can be mastered only if th e
European countries move forward alon g th e
path th at leads them to unity. Many peopl e
take th e view that without European integrati on, without the European Community, it
would not be possible to secure peace both
i n Europe and in the world, democracy, law
and justice, economic prosperity and social
security and guarantee th em for the future.
Unemployment, inflation and inadequate
growth have long ceased to be merely national problems; nor can they be resolved at
national leve l. It is only in the context of the
Community that a stable economic order
can be established and only through joint
European efforts that an international
economic policy can be secured that im-

proves the performance of the European
economy and contributes to social ju stice.
Without internal cohesion , Europe cannot
assert its political and economic independence fro m the rest of the world, win
back its influence in the world and retrieve its
role in world politics.

Equality must be the rule
Unity can endure only where equa lity is the
rule. This mea ns equal ity not only as between citize ns of the Community but also as
between the Member States. No citi zen of
the Community may be placed at a disadvantage or discriminated agai nst because of his
nation ality. All Comm unity ci ti zens are
equal before the law. As far as the M ember
States are co ncerned, the principle of equality means that no State has precedence over
another and natural differences such as size,
population and differin g stru ctures must be
dealt with only in accordance with the principle of equa lity.

The fundamental freedoms
Freedom results directl y from peace, unity
and equality. Creating a large r entity by linking 12 States immediately affo rds freedom of
movem ent beyond nati ona l frontiers. This
means, in particular, freedom of movemen t
for workers, freedom of establishment,
freedom to provide services, free movement
of goods and freedom of cap ital movem ents
and paymen ts. These fundamental freedom s,
as they are called, under the foundin g
treaties guarantee businessmen freedom of
decision-making, workers freedom to
choo se their place of work and consum ers
freedom of choice betwee n the greatest
possibl e variety of produ cts. Freedom of
competition permits busi nessme n to offer
their goods and services to an incomparabl y
wider circle of potential custo mers. Workers
can seek employment and change their
place of employment according to their own
ideas and interests throu ghout the entire territory of the Community. Consumers can
select th e cheapest and best products from

the far greater wealth of goods on offer that
results from increased competition.

The principle of solidarity
Solidarity is the necessary corrective to
freedom, for ruthless exercise of freedom is
always at the expense of others. For this
reason, if a Community framework is to continue to endure, it must also always
recognize the solidarity of its members as a
fundamental principle, and share both the
advantages, i.e. prosperity, and the burdens
equally and justly among its members.

The need for security
Lastly, all these fundamental values are
dependent upon security. In the most recent
past, particularly, a period charaderized by
movement and change, and by the totally
unknown, security has become a basic need
which the Community must also endeavour
to satisfy. Every action by Community institutions must pay heed to the need to render the
future predictable for Community citizens
and firms and to lend permanence to the ci rcumstances upon which they are dependent.
This is the case not only as regards job security but also as regards business decisions

taken in reliance on the continuance of
existing general economic conditions and
lastly, the social security of citizens of th~
Community.

Why are the treaties silent on this matter?
Does the EC have no regard for fundamental
rights? Is it not concerned to meet the basic
obligation to secure the legal rights of the individual?
The answer is emphatically no!

Fundamental rights in the Community
Once reference has been made to fundamental values and the concepts that
underlie them, the question necessarily
arises of the fundamental rights of individual
citizens of the Community. This is particularly so, since the history of Europe has, for
more than 200 years, been characterized by
continuing efforts to strengthen the protection of fundamental rights. Starting with the
declarations of human and civil rights in the
18th century, fundamental rights and civil
liberties are firmly anchored in the constitutions of most civi Iized States. This is especially true of the Member States of the European
Community, whose legal systems are constructed on the basis of observance of the law
and respect for the dignity, freedom and the
right to self-development of the individual.
There are, moreover, numerous international
conventions concerning the protection of
human rights, among which the European
Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of 4
November 1950, is of very great signifi,cance.
At the He lsinki Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) the protection
of human rights was among the most important demands made by Western countries.
A search through the Community treaties for
express provisions concerning the fundamental rights of individual Community
citizens is disappointing. In contrast to the
legal systems of the Member States, the Community treaties contain neither a list of fundamental rights nor any generally binding
commitment to respect and protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of Community
citizens as, for example, was laid down in the
European Defence Community Treaty of 27
May 1952. The Community treaties do not
even mention the terms 'fundamental right'
or 'human rights'.

If one gives up looking for express guarantees
of fundamental rights, one finds that there
are provisions scattered throughout the treaty texts whose content is intended to protect
Community citizens and which are very
similar to certain of the Member States'
guarantees of fundamental rights.
This is especially the case as far as the
numerous prohibitions on discrimination
are concerned which, in specific circumstances, express particular aspects of the
general principle of equality. Examples are to
be found in Article 6 of the EC Treaty* concerning the prohibition of any discrimination
on grounds of nationality, Articles 48, 52 and
60 of the EC Treaty on equal treatment of
Community citizens in regard to the right to
work, freedom of establishment and
freedom to provide services, Article 85 et
seq. of the EC Treaty on freedom of competition, and Article 119 of the EC Treaty concerning equal pay for men and women.
The Community rules that establish the four
fundamental freedoms of the Community,
which guarantee the fundamental freedoms
of professional life, can be regarded as constituting a Community fundamental right to
freedom of movement and freedom to
choose and practise a profession. The rules
in question are those relating to the freedom
of movement of workers (Article 48 EC), the
right of establishment (Article 52 EC) and
freedom to provide services (Article 59 EC)
and freedom of movement of goods (Article
9 et seq. EC).

*

Formerly Article 7 of the EEC Treaty.

Lastly, other spheres of fundamental rights
are recognized in individual provisions of
the Community treaties. Those of particular
significance here are the right of association
(Article 118(1) EC and the first paragraph of
Article 48 ECSC), the right to submit comments (second paragraph of Article 48 ECSC)
and the protection of business and professional secrets (Article 214 EC, Article 194
Euratom and the second and fourth
paragraphs of Article 47 ECSC).

Although in the case-law of the early years,
the Court of justice of the European Communities did not regard the application of
fundamental rights within the Community as
an issue with which it had to concern itself,
since 1969 it has continually developed and
added to these initial attempts at protecting
the fundamental rights of Community
citizens. The starting point in this case law
was the Stauder judgment, in which the
point at issue was the fact that a recipient of

welfare benefits for war victims regarded the
requirement that he give his name when
registering for the purchase of butter at
red uced prices at Christmas time as a violation of his human dignity and th e principle of
equa lity. Although the Court of ju stice came
to the conclusion, in interpretin g th e Commu nity provision, that it was not necessa ry
for recipients to give th eir name so that, in
fact, consideration of the question of a violation of a fundamental right was superfluous,
it declared finall y that th e general fundamental princip les of the Community legal order,
which the Court of justice has to safeguard ,
include respect for fundamental righ ts. This
was the first time that th e Court of justice
recog nized the existence of a Community
framework of fundamental ri ghts of its own.
In late r judgments the Court of justice then
made clear the criteria according to which it
intended to ensure protection of fundamenta l rights at Community level. These are, firstly, the co ncepts that are common to the con~titut ion s of the Membe r States and, secondly, the internat ional conventions concerning
the protection of human rights to whose co ncl usion the Member States have been party
or to which they have acceded. The Court of
Justice has gradually recogni zed a number of
fund ame ntal rights on this basis and has incorpo rated them into the Community legal
o rd er. The EC being directed primarily
towa rd s economic objectives, th e thrust of
rights protection was inevitabl y both
econom ic and social. In th e 1970s, rights of
ownership and freedom to engage in an occupation, with the concomitant freedom to
engage in business and th e right to work,
were at the forefront. Cases concernin g them
arose chiefly from the rules and regulations
on the organization of agricultural markets.
Later they were joined by freedom of
assem bl y and association, freedom of opinion and religious freedoms (notab ly in
disputes relating to the European public service), respect for privacy and familiy life
(notably in connection with family
members' rights to join a mi grant worker),
confidentiality of corresponden ce between
lawyer and client (privileged communica-

tions, as they are known in the common law
countries), and the inviolability of res id ential
accommodation (out of bounds to Commission antitrust investigators). One particularly
important principle, regularly invoked in
disputes with the Community, is the principle of equal treatment. Put simply, this
means that like cases must be treated alike,
unless th ere is some objectively justifiabl e
ground for d istingui sh in g them. But the
Court of justice has held, contrary to internation al custom, that this principle does not
preclude nationals and home-produced
goods from being subjected to stricter requirements than citize ns or products from
This
reverse
other Member States.
discrimination, as it is known, is the inevitable result of the limited scope of the
Community's powers. The Community rules
requiring liberali zation, which flow from the
fundamental Community freedoms, apply
by the Court's definition only to cross-border
trad e. Rules regulating the production and
marketing of home-produced goods or th e
legal statu s of national s within their Member
State are affected by Community law only if
the Commun ity has taken harmonizat ion
measures.
It is doubtful, to put it mildly, whether the
Court's principle will remain valid followin g
the changed - i.e. extended- objectives of
the Community si nce the internal market
was completed on 1 january 1993. For one
thing, Article 7a EC* defines the internal
market as 'an area without internal frontiers
in which th e free movement of goods, persons, services and cap ital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty'. Th e
Court of ju stice will in the near future have to
consider wh ether purely domestic circumstances can be exc luded from the operation of th e Treaty in thi s new internal market
situation. Th ere is also th e question of th e
value of the statement by th e Heads of State
or Government relating to Article 7a that th e
determination of th e 31 December 1992

*

Formerl y Article 8a EEC.

deadline for completion of th e internal
market is not legally bindin g. Precedents
rega rding domesti c circu mstances and
reverse di scrim ination can be reviewed onl y
if the extended objectives of the internal
market are acknowledged to be legally
binding.
The cases decided by the Co urt of justice
have given the Community an extensive
body of quasi-con stitutional law. In practical
terms the principle of proportionality is
foremost among these. What it means is that
th e objectives pursued and th e means
deployed must be weighed up and an attempt must be made to keep th em in proper
balance so that th e citizen is not su bj ected to
excessive burdens.
Among the other fundamental principles
underl ying Community law are the general
principles of administrative law and the conce pt of due process: confid enti ality must be
preserved, retroactive provi sions imposing
burdens or wi thdrawing legitimately acqu ired advantages are precluded and the
right to a proper hearing- natural justice is
the tradition al term for th is - must be
secured in th e administrative procedures of
th e Commission and the judi cial procedures
of the Court of Ju stice.
The Europea n Parl iament, the Council and
th e Commi ss ion res ponded to th e Court's
decisions by sol emnly issuing a joint
Declaration on fundamental ri ghts on 5 April
1977. They underscored th e importance of
securing th ese rights in th e Community and
undertook to preserve them in th e exercices
of their powers and in the pursui t of the Community's obj ectives. At th e Copenhagen
European Counci l on 7 and 8 April 1978 the
Head s of State or Government of the Member
States issu ed a declaration on democracy in
which th ey endorsed the 1977 D eclaration .
The two dec larations may not generate
directly exercisabl e rigths for th e Community's citizens, but they are of great political
significance as evidence of th e status accorded to human rights in the Community.

With all due recognition of th e ac hi evements 1
of the Court of ju sti ce in the development of ·
unwritten fund amental righ ts, thi s process of
deriving ' European fund amental ri ghts' has a
se riou s disadva ntage: the Court of ju stice is
confined to the particular case in point. The
result of this ca n be that it is not able to
develop fund amental ri ghts from th e general
legal principles for all areas in whi ch this appears necessary or desirable. Nor w ill it be
abl e to elaborate the scope of and the limits
to the protection of fundam ental ri ghts as
ge nerally and di stin ctively as is necessary. As
a result, the Community institutions cannot 1
assess sufficiently precisel y wh ether th ey are
in danger of violating a fund amental right or
not. Nor can any Community citizen who is
affected judge in every case wheth er one of
hi s fundamental ri ghts has bee n infringed.
The resultant uncertainty in th e law can
ultimatel y be cl eared up onl y by a Community Bill of Ri ghts. But thi s would entail
amending th e ex istin g treaties, whi ch in turn
entails the con sensus of the M ember States
on the scope and substance of th e ri ghts to be
sec ured. That conse nsus has not yet emerged . Both in the Single European Act and in
th e Treaty on Europea n Union, th e M embe r
States were un abl e to agree on anything
more than a vague compromise formulation
to th e effect th at the EC would res pect the
rights secured by the European Convention
on Human Ri ghts and the general principles
of Community law flow ing from th eir common constitution al traditions.

• THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE
COMMUNITY
The third question ari sing in connection with
th e constitution of the European Community
is that of its organi zation. What are the institutions of th e Community? Since the
Community exercises function s normally
reserved for Sta tes, does it have a governparli ament,
administrative
ment,
a
authorities and courts like tho se wi th whi ch
w e are famili ar in th e Member States?

~

Action on the tasks assigned to the Community and the direction of the integration
process were intentionally not left in the
hands of the Member States or of pure international cooperation. The EC has an institutional system that equips it to give new
stimuli and objectives to the unification of
Europe and to create a body of Community
law that is un iformly devised and applied in
relevant matters in all the Member States.
The main actors on the Community stage are
the European Council, in a class of its own,
and th e institutions strictly so called - the
European
Parliament,
the
Council
(sometimes known as the Council of
Ministers), the Commission, the Court of
justice and, following entry into force of the
Maastricht Treaty, the Court of Auditors.
There are also a number of ancillary bodies.
Of these institutions the Court of justice and
Parliament, or Assembly as it used to be
called, were from the outset common to the
three Communities. This was provided for in
a Convention between the original six
Member States that was signed in 1957 at the
same time as the Rome Treati es. The process
of creating common institution s was completed in july 1967 by the Treaty establishing
a Single Council and a Single Commission of
the European Communities (the 'Merger
Treaty'). Since then all three Communities
have had one and the same institutional
structure.

The European Council (Article 2
of the Single European Act)
The European Council was created out of the
Summit Conferences of Heads of State or
Government. At the Paris Summit on 9 and
10 December 1974 it was decided that
meetings should be held three times a year
and described as the European Council. In
1987 Article 2 of the Single Act forma lly incorporated it in the Community's institutional set-up.
The Heads of State or Government and the
President of the Commission meet at least
twice a year in this context. Th ey are accom-

panied by th e Forei gn Ministers and a
Member of the Commission (Single Act, Article 2).
The function of the European Council is to
establish policy guidelines for European integration in terms both of the Community as
such and of political cooperation. In the
Community context it does so by taking basic
pol icy decisions and issuing instructions and
guidelines to the Council or the Representatives of the Member States meeting in the
Council. The European Council has in this
way directed work on economic and
monetary union, the European Monetary
System, direct elections to Parliament and a
number of accession applications. Community legislation can also be enacted, and
the European Council would then be acting
as the Council of the Communities; but this
has never yet happened in fact. The European
Council's functions in the context of political
cooperation consist largely of agreeing opinions on questions of international relations
and the coordination of th e Member States'
foreign policies.

The European Parliament
(Articles 137 et seq. EC)
The European Parliament represents the
peopl es of th e Member States of the Community.
Before 1979 Members of th e European Parli ament were selected from the membership of
national parliaments and delegated by them.
The direct general election of MEPs by the
peopl es of the M ember States was provid ed
for in th e treati es themsel ves, but the first
direct election s were not held until june
1979, a number of ea rlier ini tiatives having
been fruitless. El ections are now held every
five years, but there is still no uniform electoral procedure as req uired by the treaties:
national systems co ntinued to apply eve n at
the third election in 1989. The United
Kin gdom maintained its 'fi rst-past-the-post'
system for European as for national elections,
whereas all the other Member States applied
proportional representation sys tems.
The composition of Parli ament is shown in
graphic form below; this is the situation
following the 1989 elections. The number of
seats is to be raised to 567 for the 1994 election s to reflect th e position in Germany
following the merger of the two separate
German states that ex isted earlier. Peopl e Iiving in the five new Lander must now be
represented, and the number of Germa n
MEPs is to rise by 18, from 81 to 99. For the
current legislature their 18 representatives
enjoy observer status. The number of MEPs
representi ng the other Member States is also
to be adjusted. France, Italy and the UK will
have 87 each in stead of 81, Spain will have 64
(60), th e Neth erlands 31 (25), and Belgium,
Greece and Portu gal2 5 (24). The representation of Denmark (16), Ireland (15) and Luxembourg (6) remains unchanged.
Now that it is directl y elected, Parliament
can truly claim to represent the peopl es of
the Comm unity; it enjoys democratic
legitimacy. But the mere existe nce of a directly elected Parliament cannot satisfy the fundamental requirement of a democratic constitution that all public authority must
emanate from th e people. That calls not on ly

for transparency of the decision-making process but also for represe ntativen ess in the
dec ision-making institutions and the involvement of tho se concerned. It is precisely in
thi s respect that the current organization of
the Community leaves something to be
desired. It is therefore rightly described as a
still underdeveloped democracy. The Europea n Parliament exercises only symbolical ly
th e function s of a true parl iament such as exists in a parliamentary democracy. Firstly, •
Parliament does not elect a government. Th is
is simply because no government in th e normal sense exists at Community level. Instead,
the functions analogous to government provided for in the treaties are performed by the
Council and th e Commi ss ion according to a
form of division of labour. Admittedly, the
Treaty on European Union now gives Parliament power to influence the Commi ssion's
membership through the appointment procedure. Th e Commission Presid ent is appointed by th e Governments of the M ember
States only after Parliament has been consulted, and both the Presi dent and the other
M embers are then subject as a body to a vote '
of approval in Parliament. But Parliament has
no influence over the membershi p of the
Council. Th e Council is subject to
parliamentary co ntrol only in so far as each
of its members, as a national mini ster, is
answerable to the national parliament.
Parliament's actual functions are described
below.

Advisory functions. Parliament exercises advisory functions primarily throug h th e treaty
provisions requiring it to be consulted. These
secure its role in the EC legisla ti ve process i n
the many cases where its opinion must be
sou ght on a Commission proposa l before the
Counc il decides on it (mandatory consu ltation). But Parliament's influence over the
Council's ultimate decision is somewhat
tenuous since the Coun cil is not bound to
heed Parliament's v iews. It is stronger where
the Commi ssion defends Parliament's position in relation s with the Council. Th ere has
been an extension of Parliament's influence,
at leas t in quantitative terms, in that the new
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT: 518 Members
(567 Members from June 1994)
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Composition of the European Parliament
(Situation at 21 June 1993)

OJ Group of th e Party of European Socialists

198 Members

[I]
[I]

Liberal, Democratic and Reformi st Group

44 M embers

[IJ

Th e Green Group in th e European Parliament

28 Members

IT]

Group of the European Democratic All iance

20 M embers

[]] Rainbow Group in th e Eu ropean Parliament

16 M embers

[I]

14 Members

Group of the European People's Party

163 M embers

Tech nical Group of th e European Right

[]] Left Unity Group

13 M em bers

[I]

22 M embers

Non-attached

1. Committee on Foreign Affairs
and Security

10. Committee on Transport
and Tourism

2. Committee on Agricu lture,

11 . Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Con sumer Protection

Fisheries and Rural Development

3. Committee on Budgets
4. Comm ittee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Policy
5. Committee on Energy, Resea rch
and Tech nology

6. Committee on External Economic
Relation s

12. Comm ittee on Culture, Youth,
Edu catio n and the Media
13. Committee on Development
and Cooperation
14. Comm ittee on Civil Liberties and
Internal Affairs
15. Committee on Budgetary Control

7. Committee on Legal Affairs
and Citizens' Rights

16. Committee on Institutional Affa irs

8. Committee on Social Affairs, Employment
and th e Worki ng Envi ronment

17. Committee on the Rul es of
Proced ure, th e Verification of
Credentials and Immunities

9. Committee on Regional Policy
and Relations with Regional
and Local Authorities

18. Committee on Women's Rights

19. Committee on Petition s

procedures provide for the possibility of consultin g it even in those matters where consu ltation is not obi igatory (optional consultation). The cooperation procedure, introduced for all decisions of any moment for the internal
market,
has
considerably
strengthened Parliament's arm in the decision-making process. Thi s procedure wi II be
considered in more detail in the section on
the EC legis lation process; the most striking
innovation is that there is now a second
reading stage in Parliament.
Supervisory functions. Parliament has
supervi sory powers only over the Commission . They are exercised mainly through the
fact that the Commission must an swer
pari iamentary questions, must defend its

proposals before it and must present it w ith
an annual report on the activities of the Communities fo r debate. Parli ament can by a twothird s majority of its members pass a motion
of censure and thereby compel the Commi ssion to res ign as a body. Four motions of censure have so far been tabled; only two of
them came to the vote (in 1976), and they
were lost. Since in practice the Council also
answers parliamentary questions, Parliament has the opportunity for direct political
debate with the two lawmaking instituti ons
and has in fact made extensive use of it. The
Treaty on European Union substanti ally
boosts Parliament's supervi sory powers.
Apart from its role in the Commission's appointment, it is now empowered to set up
special Committees of Inquiry to investigate
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alleged cases of maladministration or infringement of Community law which are not
the subject of judicial proceedings. Its right
to receive and exam ine petitions has also
been written into the treaties, together with
the power to appoint an Ombudsman.

Decision-making functions. Since 1975
Parliament can claim to have had a special
status in the budgetary field. It estab li shes the
budget in conjunction with the Council and,
su bject to certa in condition s and in certain
categories of expenditure, has the power to
make amendments which even the Council
can not oppose; in other words, it has the last
say. The Single European Act gave it a
substantial say on a number of other matters,
in that decisions to accept new Member
States and to associate non-member countries require its assent. The Treaty on European Union extended the scope of the assent
procedure to new areas. Th ey include the
decision on a uniform electoral procedure,
the Structural Funds Regulation s, the conclusion of international treaties and several key

decisions required for economic and
monetary union, such as the constitution
and responsibilities of the European Central
Ban k. And the new co-decision procedure
further strengthens its role in the EC
legislative process. Here it has its right of veto
and is no longer confi ned, as it was under the
cooperation procedure, to voting agai nst a
proposal and thus merely making it more dif- ;
ficu lt for the Council to take the decision. By
threatening the veto, Parl ia ment can now induce the Coun ci l to refrain from passing the
planned measure. The details of these procedures will again be considered in greater
detail in the section on the Community
legis lative process.
This extension of its powers gives grounds for
expecting tha t Parliament will acquire further true decision-making powers in future.
The history of the parliamentary sys tem of
government shows that in the 19th century
parliaments were fi rst vested with budgetary
powers before becoming, sometimes after a
hard struggle, the legislative organ.

'It was a stroke of genius on the part of the authors of the Treaty to have
invented the Commission, not only because of its right of initiative but
also because of this collective memory factor. Without it there can be
no continuity.'
Jacques Delors, A Tribute to Emile Noel, (1987) p. 67
'We cannot simplify the questions about Europe.
But we must simplify the answers.'
Pierre Uri, Liberation, 7 june 1989
'The Treaty strikes an overall balance:
the sum of the sacrifices made by any of the parties is offset by the sum of
the advantages gained'.
Walter Hall stein, Die Europaische Gemeinschaft (Fifth edition), p. 9

The Council (Articles 145 et seq. EC)
The Council is made up of representatives of
the governments of the Member States. All12
Member States send one or more representatives -as a rule, though not necessarily,
the departmental or junior minister responsible for the matters under consideration, such
as the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Economic
Affairs, Finance, Labour, Agriculture, Transport or Technology.
It is in the Council that the ind ividual interests of the Member States and the Community interest are balanced and reconciled.
A lthough the Member States' interests are
given precedence in th e Council, the
members of the Council are at the same time
obliged to take into account the objectives
and needs of the European Community as a
whole. The Council is a Community institution and not an intergovernmental conference. Consequently it is not the lowest
common denominator between the Member
States that is sought in the Council's deliberation s, but the highest between the Community and the Member States. The Council
is assisted by a Permanent Representatives
Committee (known as Coreper, a contraction
of its French title, Comite des representants
permanents). Coreper's members are offi cials of the Member States with ambassador
rank. It prepares the ground for the Council's
deliberations and performs the tasks assigned to it by the Council. It plays a vital role in
the Council 's decision-making process. If it
reaches full agreement on a proposed piece
of Community legislation, the item is
entered on the Council 's agenda as an A
item, meaning that the Council need do no
more than formally record its approval
without further debate. Only such items as
can not be dealt with in this way appear on
the Council's agenda as B item s, for dicussion of outstanding issues and differences of
op inion .
In the case of the two more recen t Communities, the Council is the supreme
legislative body. It takes the most important
political decisions of the Community. With
regard to the ECSC, on the other hand , it is an

endorsing body that has to deal onl y with a
few, especially important decisions.
Under the Community treaties, majority
voting in the Council is the rule. The EC Treaty provides for unanimity only in areas of
political sensitivity for the Member States
such as the social secu ritv of workers or taxation and in the impleme~tation of the special
'stop-gap' powers und er Article 235. Where
no express provision is made to the contrary,
a simple majority suffices, and each State has
one vote. Normally, however, a 'qualified '
majority is required, w here votes are
weighted so that the larger States exert a
greater influence. Thus, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Italy and the United
Kingdom each have 10 votes, Spain eight
votes, the Netherlands, Belgium, Greece and
Portugal five votes, Denmark and Irel and
three votes and Luxembourg two votes. The
importance of majority voting lies not so
much in the fact th at it prevents small States
from blocking important decisions, as such
members could as a rule be brought into I ine
by political pressure. What the majority pri nciple does is make it possible to outvote large
Member States that would withstand
political pressure. This principle thus contributes to the equality of Member States and
must therefore be regarded as a cornerstone
of the Community constitution. For a long
time, despite this original and intrinsically
well-balanced approach, the importance of
the majority principle in practice remained
small. The reason for thi s dates back to 1965
when France, afraid that its vital interests in
the financing of the common agricultural
policy were threatened , blocked decisionmaking in th e Council for more than six
months by a ' policy of the empty chair'.
It was not until 29 january 1966 that this
dispute was resolved by the 'Luxembourg
Agreement', which states that in the case of
decisions where very important interests of
one or more countries are at stake, the Council will endeavour, within a reasonab le time,
to reach solutions that can be adopted by all
the members of the Council whi le respectin g
their mutual interests and those of the Community. The French delegation emphasized

that it considered that in these cases the
discussion must be continued until
' unanimous agreement' was reached. The
Luxembourg Agreement provides no so lution for cases where reaching unanimity
proves impossible, but confines itself to
stating that a divergence of views on this
point still exists among the Member States.
This Agreement did succeed in putting an
end to the deadlock in the Counci I, but it also

in practice spelt an end to the majority principle. It provides no criteria for determining
within the Council whether very important
interests are in fact at stake. It is left purely to
the Member State concerned to decide this,
so that in effect any Member State can demand unanimity for any major decision in
the Council. Thus, each Member State has in
practice a right of veto. This situation, which
detracted from the decision-making ability
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of th e Council, has been considerably improved by the Single European Act. Although
it was not possible to aboli sh th e unanimity
rul e altogether, it was agreed to give greater
emphasis to majority voting- for exa mple,
o n meas ures to harmonize legislative and administrative proviSions concernin g the
establishment and functionin g of th e internal
market, eco nomic and social co hes ion,
' research and technologi ca l developm ent
and th e environment. However, exception s
to the majority voting rul e were made in th e
case of taxation, the free movement of labour
and the rights and interests of workers, areas
w here unanimity is sti ll req uired.

The Commission
(Articles 155 et seq. EC)
Since th e accession of Greece, Portuga l and
Spain, the Commission has consisted of 17
members (two members each fro m France,
Germany, Italy, Spa in and the United
Kingdom , and one from each of the other
M ember States) appointed hitherto by 'common accord' of the governments of th e
M ember States for a term of fo ur years. Here
Parliament's role in appointin g th e Comm issi on by virtue of the Treaty on European
Union, to which we have already referred,
has changed the old procedures quite considerab ly, in that the governments of the
Member States must seek Parl iament's opinio n o n any person they are envisagi ng appointing as Commission President. In agreement with the President-des ignate th ey then
des ignate the other members of the Commission . Parliament then votes to approve (or
not) the Presi dent and Members as a body; if
it does so, they are appointed by agreement
between the governments of th e M ember
States for a five-year term. Thi s extension
from four to five years is to make the Commission's term coincide with th e life of a
Parliament.
The Co mmission's function s may be broken
down as follows :
(i) Th e Commission is first of all th e motive
power behind Community po li cy. It is the

starting point fo r every Community action, as
it is the Commi ssion that has to present proposals and drafts for Community legislation
to the Council (thi s is termed the Commi ssion's right of initiative). The Commission is
not free to choose its own activities. It is
obliged to act if th e Community interest so
requires. Th e Coun cil and , under the Treaty
on European Union, Parli ament may also ask
the Commi ssio n to draw up a proposa l.
Under th e ECSC Treaty, however, the Commission also has lawmaking powers. In certain circum stances these are subj ect to th e
assent of th e Co unci I, whi ch enables it to
overrule Commission meas ures.
(ii) The Commi ssion is also th e guardian of
the Community treati es. It sees to it that th e
treaty provisions and th e measures adopted
by the Community in stitutions are properly
implemen ted. Wh enever th ey are infringed
the Commission mu st intervene as an impartial body and, if necessary, refer the matter to
the Court of j ustice. Th e Commission has so
far performed thi s rol e very effecti vely.
(iii) Closely connected with the role of guardian is the task of defending the Commun ity's interests. As a matter of principle, the
Commission may serve no interests oth er
than those of th e Community. It must constantly endeavour, in wh at often prove to be
difficult negotiation s within the Council , to
make the Community interest prevail and
seek compromise solution s that take account
of that interest. In so doing, it also plays th e
role of mediator between th e Member States,
a role for which, by virtue of its neutrality, it
is particularl y suited and qualified.
(iv) Lastly, th e Commission is- albe it to a
limited extent- an executive body. Classic
examples of thi s are th e implementation of
the Community budget, competition law
and the admini stration of the protective
clauses contain ed in th e treaties and secondary legislation. Th e Commission has been
given a crucia l rol e to play in its executive
capacity in th e preparation of economic and
monetary union . It is respons ible for overseeing and directin g policy on convergence in
the run-up to the third stage of monetary

union, it is to be represented at meetings of
the Governing Council ofthe European Central Bank and it is to represent the Community and speak for it in international monetary
relations. Much more extensive than thes e
'p rimary' executive powers are the 'derived '
powers devolved on the Commission by the
Council. Th ese essentially invo lve adopting
the requi site detailed rules for implementing
Council decisions. As a rule, however, it is
the Member States themselves that have to
ensure that Community rules are applied in
individual cases. This solution chosen by the
treaties has the advantage that citizens are
brought closer to what is still to them the
' foreign' reality of the European system
through the workings and in the familiar
form of the national system.

The Court of justice
(Articles 164 et seq. EC)
A system will endure only if its rules are
supervised by an independent authority.
What is more, in a community of States th e
co mmon rules - if they are subject to control by the national courts- are interpreted
and applied differently from one State to
another. Th e uniform application of Community law in all Member States would thus
be jeopardi zed. These considerations led to
the establishment of a Community Court of
Justice as soon as the ECSC was created .
Since Greece, Portugal and Spain became
members of th e Communities, the Court of
Justice has consisted of 13 judges, appointed
by common accord of the governments of the
Member States for a renewable term of six
years.
Members are chosen from persons whose independence is beyond doubt and who
possess the qualifications required for appointment to the highest judici al offices in
their respective countries or who are
jurisconsults of recognized competence.
The Court is assisted by six AdvocatesGeneral whose term of office corresponds to
that of the judges; they enjoy judicial independence. The submissions of the Advocates-General provide a full survey of all

the questions of law raised in the case before
the Court together with a proposal for the
decision to be reached by the Court.
The function of the Court of justice is to ensu re that in the interpretation and application of the Treaties and of in struments ,
enacted under them the law is observed. In
exercising th at function it operates in matters 1
that in the Member States would be assigned
to different types of court, depending on 1
their national systems. It acts as a constitu- !
tional court when disputes between Community institutions are before it or legislative
instruments are up for review for lega lity; as
an administrative court when reviewing the
ad ministrative acts of the Commission or of
national authorities applying Community
legislation; as a labour court or industrial
tribunal when dealing with freedom of
movement, social security and equal opportunities; as a criminal court when reviewing
Commission decisions imposin g fines; and
as a civil court when hearin g claims for
damages or interpreting the Brussels Convention on th e Enforcement of judgments in ~
Civil and Commercial Matters.
From the outset the Court of Ju stice has never
seen its role as confined to dispute settlement: it regards itself as a body of creative
lawmakers. It is to its credit that it has defined
the principles on which the Community
legal order rests, thereby providing the process of European integration with a firm
foundation. It has been described as an integration factor of the highest order. In its
judgments it has broadly followed the rules
of interpretation common to the legal
systems of the Member States, though it has
adapted them to the specific character of the
Community legal order and thu s produced
in effect its own interpretation rules. The
literal interpretatio n rule, which usually
ranks first in the Member States, is only of
limited value in the Community law context.
Community legislation is often not drafted in
such a way as to allow the Court to interpret
the words strictly, since it is commonly the
result of a compromise in the decision-making and the imprecise language used reflects
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that constraint; moreover, the legislation is
binding in nine different language versions,
and that further complicates the interpretation. So the Court regularly has to look
beyond the strict words used and interpret
legislation in the light of its purpose- the
teleological technique - to correct these
defects. To ascertain the purpose of an instrument, it will often have regard to the objectives of the treaty on which it is based. A
number of themes run through its interpretations, such as the principles of equality (no
overt or covert discrimination is tolerated),

the four freedoms (free movement of goods,
persons, services and capital), solidarity (between Member States) and unity (in legal and
economic terms).
Under the Single European Act, the Co unci I
was empowered to set up, by a unanimous
decision, a Court of First Instance to be
responsible for dealing with certain classes
of action. On 24 October 1988 the Council
availed itself of this possibility and adopted a
decision setting up such a Court. It consists
of 12 members who, in accordance with the
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THE EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE
Governments of the
Member States appoint

the 13 judges
and six Advocates-General
by common accord for
a term of six years

COURT OF JUSTICE
Full court of 13 judges
2 chambers with 5 judges
4 chambers with 3 judges

TYPES OF PROCEEDING
Actions for failure
to fulfil obligations
under the Treaties
(Commission or
Member State v
Member State)

Actions for annulment
(against Council or
Commission)
Actions on grounds
of failure to act
(against Council
or Commission)

References from
national courts for
preliminary rulings
to clarify the
meaning and scope
of Community law

Claims for
damages against
the Community

COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE
12 judges

Direct actions by natural and legal
persons, except anti-dumping cases
Staff cases
Actions under the ECSC Treaty
Ancillary actions for damages

Opinions

rules of procedure, may also be called on to
perform th e task of an Advocate-General.
The Court of First Instance has jurisdiction in
actions relating to the Staff Regulations of th e
European Communities, competition law,
coal and stee l disputes and, under a Council
Decision effective on 1 August 1993, all
direct actions by ci ti zens and firms against
the Community institutions except in antidumping matters.
The various types of proceeding are described in more detail in the section on the
Community system of lega l protection .
Commun ity law lives only in th e judgments
of the Court. Its judgments convey a feeling
of the justn ess of European law and hence
give it th e necessary authority vis-a-vis
gove rnm ents,
government
agencies,
parliaments and citizens.

The Court of Auditors
(Articles 188a to 188c EC)
The European Court of Auditors was set up
by the Treaty of 22 Jul y 1975 and began work
in Luxembourg in 1977. It consists of 12
Members, in line with the present number of
Member States; th ey are appointed for six
yea rs by th e Council following consultation
of the European Parliam ent. Its task is to exam ine whether all reven ue has been received and all expenditure incurred in a lawful
and regul ar manner and wheth er financial
managem ent has been sound. Unlike th e
courts of auditors or similar bodies in th e
Member States, it has no jurisdi ction to enforce its control measures or to investigate
suspi cion s of irregularity arising from its examination . But is is wholly autonomous in its
decisions rega rding what it exam ines and
how. It can, for instance, examine wheth er
the use made of Community financial support by private individuals is in conformity
with Community law. The chi ef weapon in
its armoury is the fact that it can publicize its
findings: the results of its activity are summarized in an annual report at the end of
each finan cia l year, which is published in th e
Official journal of the European Communities and thus brought to public atten-

tion. It may also make specia l reports on
specific areas of financial management, and
these are publish ed likewise.

Ancillary bodies
In addition to th e abovementioned inst itutions proper there are a number of ancill ary
bodies. The most important of th ese,
because it is vested with gen eral powers, is
the Economic and Social Committee. Th e
Economic and Social Committee advises th e
Council and Commission on economic matters. It is a forum fo r such economic and
social categories as manufactu rers, farm ers,
carriers, employees, businessmen, sma ll
tradesmen and the professions. Because of its
composition and its political and techni ca l
terms of reference, it exe rts a strong influ ence
on th e Community's decis ion-making process. Through its opinions, not only does it
provide valuable ass istance to those responsible for formul ating Community policies,
but it also form s a link between the va riou s

occupational groups, which ultimately feel
directly the practical effects of Community
measures, and the European reality. A new
advisory body was set up alongside the
Economic and Social Committee by the Treaty on European Union -the Committee of
the Regions. Like the Economic and Social
Committee it is not strictly a Community institution, as its function is purely advisory
and it has no power to produce mandatory
decisions in the same waythatthe fully fledged institutions (Parliament, Counci l, Commission, Court of justice) do. The Committee
of the Regions consists of representatives of
regional and local authorities in the Member
States, appointed by the Co unci I in proportion to the weightings given the Member
States. There are seven areas in which con-

sultation by the Council or the Commission,
as the case may be, is mandatory- education, cultural 'incentive measures', public
health, the report on economic and social
cohesion, basic rules governing all the Structural Funds and implementing rules for the
Regional Fund.
As financing agency for a 'balanced and
steady development' of the common market, ,
the Community has at its disposal the Euro- ·
pean Investment Bank (Articles 198d and
198e EC)*. This provides loans and guarantees in all economic sectors to promote the
development of less-developed regions, to
modernize or convert undertakings or create
new jobs and to assist projeds of common
interest to several Member States.

*

Formerly Articles 129 and 130 EEC.

THE COMMUNITY AS A LEGAL REALITY
The constitution of the European Community described above, and particularly the fundamental values it establishes, can be
brought to life and given substance on ly
through Community law. This makes the
Community a legal reality in two different
senses: it is created by law and it forms a legal
order.
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• TH E COMMUN ITY IS
CREATED BY LAW
This is what is entirely new about the Community, what distinguishes it from earlier efforts to unite Europe. It works not by means
of force or domination but simply by means
of law. Law is to do what 'blood and iron'
have for centuries failed to do. For on ly unity

SOU RCES OF COMMUNITY LAW
Treaty law
Primary legislation
(Treaties
establishing the Communities,
Annexes and Protocols,
amendments to the Treaties,
Treaties of Accession)

General principles of law, customary law
International agreements
Secondary legislation
Regulations and implementing
regulations
Directives/ECSC Recommendations
General and individual decisions

Conventions between the Member States
Decisions of the representatives of the Member States
meeting within the Council
Conventions creating uniform Community law

based on a freely made decision can be expected to last: unity founded on the fundamental values such as freedom and equality, and protected and translated into reality
by law. That is the insight underlying the
treaties that created the Community.

briefly, it is a Community based on law. The I
common economic and social life of the
peoples of the Member States is governed not '
by the threat of force but by the law of the
Community. This Community law, which in
al l its ramifications shapes the legal order, is
drawn from a variety of sources .

• THE COMMUNITY IS A
LEGAL ORDER

It is the basis of the institutional system. Community law lays down the procedure for
decision-making by the Community institutions and regulates their relationship to each
other. It provides the institutions with the
means- in the shape of regulations, general

The Community is a legal order, since it is not
merely a creation of law but also pursues its
objectives purely by means of law. To put it

ECSC decisions, directives, ECSC recommendations and individual decisions - of
enacting legal instruments binding on the
Member States and their citizens.
Thus the individual himself becomes a main
focus of the Community. Its legal order
directly affects his daily life to an everincreasing extent. It accords him rights and
imposes on him duties, so that as a citizen
both of his State and of the Community he is
governed by a hierarchy of legal orders- a
phenomenon familiar from federal constitutions. Community law also defines the relationship between the Community and the
Member States. The Member States must
take all appropriate measures to ensure fu lfi 1ment of the obligations arising out of the
treaties or resulting from action taken by the
institutions of the Community. They must
facilitate the achievement of the Community's tasks and abstain from any measure that
could jeopardize the attainment of the objectives of the treaties.
Apart from this, two fundamental principles
govern the Community legal order: the
legality of the acts of the Community organs
and the legal protection of those subject to
Community rules.

• THE LEGAL SOURCES
OF COMMUNITY LAW
The founding treaties as primary source
of Community law
The first source of Community law in this
sense is provided by the three treaties, with
the various annexes and protocols attached
to them, and their later additions and amendments: these are the founding acts which we
looked at when we discussed the Community's constitution. The founding treaties and
instruments amending and supplementing
them- chiefly the Single European Act and
the Treaty on European Union- contain the
basic provisions on the EC's objectives,
organization and modus operandi, and the
bulk of its economic law. They thus set the

constitutional framework for the life of the
EC, which is to be fleshed out in the Community interest by legislative and administrative action by the Community institutions. The treaties, being legal instruments created direct by the Member
States, are known in the jargon as 'primary
legislation'.

The Community legal instruments as
secondary source of Community law
Law made by the Community institutions in
the exercise of the powers conferred on them
by the treaties is referred to as secondary
legislation, the second great source of Community law. It covers a range of types of
legislative act that had to be devised afresh
when the Community was set up. It had to be
decided first and foremost what forms Community legislation should take and what effects these forms should have. The institutions had to be able to align the disparate
economic, social and not least environmental conditions in the various Member States,
and do so effectively, i.e. without depending
on the goodwi II of the Member States, so that
the best possible living conditions could be
created for all the citizens of the Community;
but on the other hand they were not to interfere in the domestic systems of law any
more than necessary. The Community
legislative system is therefore based on the
principle that where the same arrangement,
even on points of detail, must apply in all
Member States, national arrangements must
be replaced by Community legislation; but
where this is not necessary, due account
must be taken of the existing legal orders in
the Member States.
The Community's range of tools
Against this background a range of tools was
developed that allowed the Community institutions to work on the national legal
systems in varying measures. The most
drastic action is the replacement of national
rules by Community rules. Then there are
Community rules by which the Community
institutions act on the Member States' legal

ECSC

EC

Euratom

(Article 14)

(Articl e 189)

(Article 161)

• Decisions (general)

• Regulations

• Regulations

• Recommendations

• Directives

• Directives

• Decision s (individual)

• Decisions

• Decisions

• Recommendations

• Recommendations

• Opinions

• Opinions

• Opinions

systems only indirectly. Thirdly, measures
may be taken that affect only a defined or
identifiable addressee, in order to deal with
a particular case. Lastly, provi sion was also
made for legal acts that have no binding
force, either on the Member States or on the
citizens of the Community. These basic
categories of legal act are to be found in all
three Community treaties. There are differences in the actual form they take, and in
their titles, between the ECSC Treaty on the
one hand and the EC and the Euratom
Treaties on th e other. The ECSC Treaty makes
provision for only three types of legal actdecisions, recommendations and opinions
(Article 14 ECSC); the EC and Euratom
Treaties provide for five form s -regulations,
directives, decisions, recommendations and
opinions (Article 189 EC and Article 161
Euratom). The changes in the pattern arose
because it was recognized that the forms
developed for the ECSC would not adequately meetthe needs of the EC and Euratom. The
new titles were intended to avoid the conceptual shortcomings in the lega l acts provided for in th e ea rlier treaty. It was felt that
the distinctions between the two sets of concepts would simply have to be tol erated until
the merger of the three Communities, which
it was intended should take place at a later
date.

But if we look at the range of Community
lega l instruments in terms of the person to
whom they are addressed and their practical
effects in the Member States, we can break
them down as follows:

Regulations and ECSC general decisions:
Community 'laws'
The legal acts that enab le the Community institutions to encroach furthest on the
domestic legal systems are regulations in the
EC and Euratom Treaties, and general decisions in the ECSC Treaty. Two features very
unusual in international law mark them out:
(i) Their Community character, which means
that they lay down the same law throughout
the Community, regardless of international
borders, and apply in full in all Member
States. A Member State has no power to apply a regulation incompletely or to select only those provisions of which it approves as a
means of ensuring that an instrument which
it opposed at the time of its adoption or
which runs counter to its perceived national
interest is not given effect. Nor can it set up
provisions or practices of domestic law to
preclude th e mandatory application of a
regulation. (ii) Direct applicability, which
means that they do not have to be transposed

into national law but confer rights or impose
duties on the Community citizen in the same
way as domestic law. The Member States and
their governing institutions and courts are
bound directly by Community law and have
to comply with it as they have to comply with
domestic law. But in spite of all their
si milarities with the statute law passed in individual Member States they cannot, strictly
speaking, be described as the equivalent at
European level, as they are not enacted by

the European Parliament and thus, from a formal point of view at least, they lack the essential characteristics of legislation of this kind.
The purpose and effects of a regulation, or a
general ECSC decision, can be illustrated by
means of two examples. For the regulation
we can take the field which has from the
beginning been dealt with mainly by means
of regulations, namely agriculture. The common market extends to agriculture and trade
in agricultural products (Article 38(1) EC), as

we have already seen. In the common
agricultural market, goods have to be traded
not just inside one country in w hich the
same ru les app ly, but between buyers and
se ll ers in different countries, so that the
market can ope rate smoothly only if common rul es are in force throughout the territory of the Comm unity. This requires joint
management centra lly fort he Community as
a whole, and th e measures needed for the
operation of th e market have to have direct
force in all M ember States. Only a regu lation
has these effects. The purpose and effect of
the general ECSC decision is clearl y illu strated in the way in wh ich the Commission intervenes in the Community stee l
market. Th e crisis that had been smoulderi ng
in th e European iron and steel indu stry since
1975 grew in 1980 into the worst crisis since
th e war. There was a collapse in demand for
stee l on th e Community market and th e
world market, wh ich led to a substantial fa ll
in prices in the Community even thou gh production costs we re rising. European steel
producers' fina ncial position worsened so
far that it was fea red there woul d be lasting
damage to the steel industry. Thi s wou ld
have been a major blow to the attainment of
th e objectives of the ECSC Treaty, set ou t in
Article 3, particularly the improvement of
workers' living and working condition s and
th e achievement of an orderly Community
market. Thi s dangerous situation required
direct adj ustment of steel output, bi nding o n
all steel firms, in order to restore the balance
between supply and demand on the steel
market. The only su itable instrument is the
general ECSC decision, as it is the o nly instrument which ensures that th e necessary
measures are binding an d actually applied in
all M ember States and by all steel firms alike.

Directives and ECSC recommendations
The EG Euratom directive, w hi ch has the
ECSC recomm endati on as its eq ui vale nt, is
the most important legislative in strument
alongside the regulation . Its purpose is to
reconcile the dual objectives of both securing the necessary uniformity of Community
law and respecti ng the diversity of national
traditions and structures. What the directive
aims for, then , is not th e unifi cation of the
law, w hich is the regulation's purpose, but its
harmoni zation. Th e idea is to re move contradioions and confli cts between nation al
laws and regul ation s or gradually even out
inconsistencies so that as far as possible the !
same cond ition s in substance obtain in all
the Member States. The directive is one of the
primary means deployed in building the
single market.
A directive is binding on the M ember States
as regards th e objective to be achi eved but
leaves to th e national authorities the choice 1
of for m and methods used to attain the objective agreed on at Community level with in r
their domestic legal systems. The reasoning
behind thi s form of legislation is that it allows
interve ntion in domestic economic and legal
structures to take a milder form. ln particular,
Member States can take account of special
domestic circumstances when implementin g Community rules. Wh at happens is that
the directive does not supersede the laws of
the Member States but places the Member
States under an obl igati on to adapt their nation al law in line w ith Community rules. Th e
result is a two-stage lawmaking process.
First, at the Community stage, the directive
lays down the objective that is to be achieved
by the Member State or Member States,
possibly all of th em, to whom it is addressed
with a specified time-frame. Th e Community
institutions can actua ll y spell out the objective in such detai led terms as to leave th e
Member States with scant roo m for
manoeuvre, and this has in fact been done in
directives on technical stand ard s and environmental protection. Second, at th e national stage, the objective set at Community
level is translated into actual legal or administrative provisions in th e Member States.
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Even if the Member States are in principle
free to determine the form and methods used
to transpose their Community obligation into domestic law, the assessment of whether
they have done so properly in accordance
with Community law is made in the light of
Community criteria. The general principle is
that a legal situation must be generated in
which the rights and obligations flowing
from the directive can be recognized with
adequate clarity and certainty so that the
Community citizen can rely on them or
challenge them, as the case may be, in the national courts. This broadly means enacting
mandatory national rule s of law or repealing
or amending existing rules.
Apart from cases where ECSC recommendations are addressed direct to a firm, directives
and ECSC recommendations addressed to
one or more Member States do not as a rule
directly confer rights or impose obligations
on the Community citi zen. They are expressly addressed to the Member States alone.
Rights and obligations for the citizen flow
only from the measures enacted by the
authorities of the Member States to implement the directive or recommendation. This
point is of no importance to the citizen as
long as the Member States actually comply
with their Community obligation. But there
are disadvantages for the Community citizen
where a Member State does not take the requisite implementing measures to achieve
an objective set in a directive or recommendation that would benefit him or where the
measures taken are inadequate. The Court of
j ustice has refused to tolerate such disadvantages, and a long line of cases has determined that in such circumstances the Community citizen can plead the directive or
recommendation direct in actions in the national courts to secure the rights conferred on
him by it. Direct effect, as it is known, is
available only where the provisions of the
directive are sufficiently clear and precise,
the alleged rights are not conditional, the national authorities were given no room for
manoeuvre regarding the content of the rules
to be enacted and the time allowed for implementation of the directive has expi red.

The decisions of the Court of justice in direct
effect cases are based on the general consideration that the Member State is acting
contradictorily and unlawfully if it applies its
old law without adapting it to the requirements of the directive or recommendation. This is an abuse of rights by the State and
the recognition of direct effect of the directive seeks to combat it by ensuring that the
State derives no benefit from its violation of
Community law. Direct effect thus has the effect of penalizing the offending Member
State. In that context it is significant that the
Court of justice has applied the principle
solely in cases between citizen and Member
State and then, only when the directive was
for the citizen's benefit and not to his detriment, in other words when the citizen's position under the law as amended under th e
directive was morefavourablethan underthe
old law (what is known as vertical direct
effect). Direct effect in relations between
citizens themselves (horizontal direct effect)
has not yet been accepted by the Court of
justice. The Court concludes from the
punitive nature of the principle that it is not
applicable to relations between private individuals since they cannot be held liable for
the consequences of the State's failure to act.
What the citizen needs to rely on is certainty
in the law and the protection of legitimate expectations. The citizen mu st be able to count
on the effect of a directive being achieved by
national implementation measures.
In its judgment in the 1991 cases of Francovich and Bonifaci, the Court of justice
went further, holding that Member States are
liable to pay damages where loss is sustained
by reason offailure to transpose a directive in
whole or in part. Both cases were brought
against Italy forfailure to transpose Directive
80/987/EEC on the protection of employees
in the event of the employer's insolvency;
that Directive sought to protect the
employee's rights to remuneration in the
period preceding insolvency and dismissal
on grounds of insolvency. To that end,
guarantee funds were to be established with
protection from creditors; they were to be
funded by employers, the public authorities

or both. The problem facing the Court was
that, although the aim of the Directive was to
confer on employed workers a personal right
to continued payment of remuneration from
the guarantee funds, this right could not be
given direct effect by the national courts,
meaning that they could not enforce it
against the national authorities, since in the
absence of measures transposing the Directive the guarantee fund had not been
established and it was not possible to ascertain who was the debtor in relation to payment of sums related to the insolvency. The
Court finally held that by failing to implement the Directive Italy had deprived the
employed workers in question of their rights
under it and was accordingly liable in
damages. Even if the duty to compensate is
not written into Community law, the Court of
justice sees it as an integral part of the Community legal order since its full effect would
not be secured and the rights conferred by it
would not be protected if Community
citizens did not have the possibility of seeking and obtaining compensation for invasion
of their rights by Member States acting in
contravention of Community law.

some action, or can confer rights or impose
duties on them. The structural features of a
decision can be summed up as follows. (i) It
is distinguished from the regulation by being
of individual application: the persons to
whom it is addressed must be named in it
and are the only ones bound by it. That requirement is met if at the time the decision is
issued the category of addresses can be identified and can thereafter not be extended.
Reference is made to the actual content of the
decision, which must be such as to have a
direct, individual impact on the citizen's
situation. Even a third party may be within
the definition if by reason of personal
qualities or circumstances that distinguish
him from others he is individually affected
and is identifiable as such in the same way as
the addressee. (ii) It is distinguished from the
directive in that it is binding in tis entirety
(the directive simply sets objectives to be attained). (iii) It is directly applicable to those
to whom it is addressed. A decision addressed to a Member State can, incidentally,
have the same direct effect in relation to
the citizen as a directive.

Individual decisions: the Community's
'administrative measures'

Recommendations and opinions

A third category of Community legal acts
consists of EC or Euratom decisions and individual ECSC decisions. In some cases the
Community institutions may themselves be
responsible for implementing the treaties, or
regulations and general ECSC decisions, and
this will be possible only if they are in a position to take measures binding on particular
individuals, firms or Member States. The
situation in the Member States' own systems
is the same. Legislation will be applied by the
authorities in an individual case by means of
an administrative decision. In the Community legal order this function is fulfilled by the
individual decision. The individual decision
is the means normally available to the Community institutions to order something to be
done in an individual case. The Community
institutions can thus require a Member State
or an individual to perform or to refrain from

Lastly there are opinions and EC and
Euratom recommendations. This category of
legal measures is the last one explicitly provided for in the treaties; it enables the Community institutions to express a view to
Member States, and in some cases to individual citizens, which is not binding and
does not place any legal obligation on the addressees. In the EC and Euratom Treaties
these non-binding legal measures are called
recommendations or opinions, but under the
ECSC Treaty only the term opinions is used.
Unhappily, in the ECSC system a 'recommendation' is a binding legal act, corresponding to the directive in the EC and
Euratom Treaties. In any event, while EC and
Euratom recommendations urge the addressees to adopt a particular form of
behaviour, opinions are used where the
Community institutions are called upon to
state a view on a current situation or par-

ticular event in the Community or the
Member States.
The real significance of these recommendations and opinions is political and moral. In
providing for legal acts of this kind the draftsmen of the treaties proceeded on the expectation that, given the prestige of the Community institutions, and their broader view
and wide knowledge of conditions beyond
the narrower national framework, those concerned would voluntarily comply with
recommendations made to them and would
draw the appropriate consequences from the
Community institutions' assessment of a particular situation.
Recommendations and opinions can have
indirect legal effect where they are
preliminary to mandatory instruments
subsequently passed or where the issuing
institution has committed itself, thus
generating legitimate expectations that must
be satisfied.
The Community's international
agreements

A third source of Community law has to do
with its role at international level. As one of
the focal points of the world, Europe cannot
confine itself to managing its own internal affairs: it has to concern itself with economic,
social and political relations with the world
outside. The Community therefore concludes agreements in international law, with
non-member countries and with other international organizations; these range from
treaties providing for extensive cooperation
in trade or in the industrial, technical and
social fields to agreements on trade in particular products. With the Community's
economic significance growing, and its
t rading activities expanding, the number of
agreements it has concluded with nonmember countries has increased substantially in the last few years.
Three kinds of agreement between the Community and non-member countries are particularly worth mentioning.

Association agreements (Article 238 EC)
Association is a special kind of relationship
between the Community and a non-member
country that goes beyond the mere regulation of trade and involves close economic
cooperation and financial assistance. A
distinction may be drawn between two different types of association agreement:
(i) Agreements that maintain special links
between certain Member States and nonmember countries.
One particular reason for the creation of the
association agreement was the existence of
overseas countries and territories with which
Belgium, France, Italy and the Netherlands
maintained particularly close ties as a legacy
ofthei rcolonial em pi res. The introduction of
a common external tariff in the Community
would have seriously disrupted trade with
these countries, so special arrangements
needed to be made so that the system of
unrestricted Community trade could be extended to them. At the same time tariffs on
goods originating in these countries were
progressively dismantled. Financial and
technical assistance from the Community
was channelled through the Europe an
Development Fund.
(ii) Agreements as preparation for accession
to the Community or for the establishment of
a customs union.
Association also has a role to play in the
preparation of countries for possible
membership of the Community. It serves as a
preliminary stage towards accession during
which the applicant country can work on
converging its economy with that of the
Community. This proved successful in the
case of Greece, which was associated with
the Community from 1962. Another association agreement with a view to future accession to the Community was concluded with
Turkey in 1964.
Two other association agreements, whose
eventual purpose is not membership of the
Community but the establishment of a
customs union, were concluded with Malta
in 1971 and Cyprus in 1973. The EC has
followed the same strategy in its relations

with Central and Eastern Europe. Its ' Europe
Agreements' with Poland, Hungary, the
Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria and
Romania make clear that Community
membership is the ultimate goa l for these
countries in a process of far-reaching reform .
The purpose of the association with them is
to help them meet the conditions required
for membership within the foreseeable
future.
Cooperation agreements
Cooperation agreements are not as farreaching as association agreements, being
aimed solely at intensive economic cooperation . The Commu nity has such agreements
with the Maghreb States (Algeria, Morocco
and Tunisia), the Mashreq States (Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria), and Israel, for instance.
The European Economic Area
The idea of establishing a European
Economic Area bringing together the EC
Member States and the members of the Eu ropean Free Trade Area (Austria, Finland,
Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland) was first mooted by the Commission President, Jacques Delors, in an address to the European Parliament on 17
January 1989, when he called for relations
between the EC and EFTA to be reorgani zed
in an association to develop into a co-decision system. What he said was this :

'There are two options open to us: we can
stick to our present relations, essentially
bilateral, with the ultimate aim of creating a
free trade area encompassing the Community and EFTA, or, alternativel y, we can look
for a new, more structured partnership
with common decision-making and administrative institutions to make our activities more effective .. :.
The EFTA States responded favourab ly, and
after lengthy negotiations the Agreement on
the European Economic Area was signed on
2 May 1992. In the EEA, on the basis of the
acquis communautaire (the body of primary
and secondary legislation), there is to be free

movement of goods, persons, services and
capital, uniform rules on competition and
State aid, and closer cooperation on horizontal and flanking policies (environment, R&D,
education). The EEA thus brin gs the EFTA
States into the internal market and, by requiring them to incorporate nearly two thirds of
the EC's legi slation , lays a firm basis for
subsequent accession.
The Agreement's entry into force was
delayed by the vote against it in the Swiss ,
referend um, which also created the need for
negotiations to adjust it to a new situation.
These being now completed , the Agreement
can come into force without Switzerland.

General principles of law
The sources of Community law described so
far share a common feature in that they all
produce written law. Like all systems of law,
however, the Community legal order cannot
consist entirely of written rules: there will
always be gaps which have to be filled by unwritten law. The sources of unwritten Community law are provided by the general principles of law. These are rules reflecting the
elementary concepts of law and justice that
must be respected by any system of law. Written Community law for the most part deals
only with economic and social matters, and
is only to a limited extent capable of laying
down rules of this kind, so that the general
principles of law form one of the most important sources of law in the Community. They
allow gaps to be filled and questions of the
interpretation of existing law to be settled in

the fairest way. These pri nci pies are given effect when the law is applied, particularly in
the judgments of the Court of justice: under
Article 164 EEC, Article 136 Euratom and
Article 31 ECSC 'the Court of justice shall ensure that in the interpretation and application of this Treaty the law is observed'. The
main points of reference for determining the
general principles of law are the principles
common to the legal orders of the Member
States. They provide the background against
which the rule needed to resolve a problem
at Community level can be developed. So far
the following principles have been formulated by the Court in this way, and thus
recognized as sources of law in the Community legal order:
(i) aspects of the Community's liability for
damage sustained as a result of action by its
institutions or staff;

(ii) the principle of proportionality, whereby
Community action must be relevant and
necessary to the attainment of a Community
objective and the aggregate burdens borne
by all those affected must be no greater than
wh at is needed for the attainment of that objective;
(iii) the principle that legitimate expectations
must be protected: the Community's citizens
and firms organize their lives on the basis of
Community law and subsequent changes
must th erefore not be retroactive unless th ere
is a serious Community interest to justify it
and proper regard is had to legitimate expectation s aroused;
(iv) the ne bis in idem principle (rule against
double jeopardy), whereby any decision by
a Community institution imposing a penalty
must take into account earlier decis ions
taken by national authorities imposing
penalties;
(v) fundamental human rights.

Agreements between the Member
States
The final source of Community law is provided by agreements betwee n the Member
States. Agreements of this kind may be concluded when questions have to be settled
that are closely linked to the Community's
activities, but no powers have been transferred to the Community institutions; there are
also full-scale international agreements
(treaties and conventions) between the
Member States aimed especially at overcoming the drawbacks of territorially limited
arrangements and creating law that applies
uniformly throu ghout the Community (see
Article 220 EC) This is important primarily in
the field of private international law; thus
agreements have been concluded on the
reciprocal recognition and enforcement of
judgments in civil and co mmercial matters
(1968) and on the mutual recognition of companies and legal persons (1968).

• THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
IN THE COMMUNITY
The legis lative process is another area where
the specific characteristics distinguishing the
Community from a State are visible.
Whereas in a State the will of the people will
usually be expressed in parliament, the
Council oftheCommunityexpresses th e will
of the governments of the Member States,
simply because the Community does not
consist of a European nation but owes its existence and form to the combined input of its
severa l Member States. They did not transfer
their sovereignty in part to the EC without further ado but pooled it on the understanding
that they would retain th e joint power to exercise it. But as the process of Community integration has developed and deepened, this
division of powers in the Community decision-making process, originally oriented
towards the defence of national interests by
the Member States, has evolved into
something much more balanced with
regular enhancements of the status of the
European Parliament.
The EC legislative process operates on three
main levels, with different procedures applying at each of them. For instruments of
genera l validity (regulations and directives)
there is the proposal procedure, the cooperation procedure introduced by the Sing le
Europe an Act and the co-decision procedure
introduced by the Treaty on European
Union. Implementing measures are adopted
by specific procedures. There is a simplified
procedure for binding ind ividual decisions
and non-mandatory instruments. And ECSC
instruments are in some cases subject to th eir
own specific procedures.

The proposal procedure
The proposal procedure is, as it always was,
the basis for the adoption of all genera l EC instruments; it is applicable where neither the
cooperation procedure nor the co-decision
procedure is stated to apply. It rests on a division of labour between the Council and the
Commission. Put very briefly, the Commis-

sion proposes and the Council disposes. But
before the Council actually reaches a decision there are various stages to be completed
in which, depending on the subject of the
measure, it may also come before the European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee.

The formulation stage
The machinery is set in motion by the Commission, which draws up a proposal for the
measure in question (we therefore speak of
the Commission's right of initiative). A proposal is prepared on the responsibility of a
Member of the Commission by the Commission department dealing with the particular
field; frequently the department will also
consult national experts at this stage. The
draft drawn up here, which is a complete
text, setting out the content and form of the
measure to the last detail, goes before the
Commission as a w hole, when a simple majority is enough to have it adopted. It is now
a 'Comm ission proposal; and is sent to the
Council with a detailed explanation of the
grounds for it.

The consultation stage
The Counci I first checks whether it must consult other Community bodies before
deciding on the proposal. The treaties give
the European Parliament the right to be consulted on all politically important measures
('compulsory consultation'). Parliament here
speaks on behalf of all the citizens of the
Community; its function is to look after their
interest in the development of the Community. Failure to consult Parliament in such cases
is a serious irregularity and an infringement
of the treaties. Apart from compulsory consultation of this kind, Parliament is in practice also consulted on all other draft legis lation (optional consultation). Pari iament's
part in the process ends with the adoption of
a formal written opinion, which the President of Parliament transmits to the Council
and the Commission, and which may recommend amendments to the proposal. But the
Council is not legally obliged to take account
of the opinions or amendments emanating
from Parliament.
As well as the European Parliament the
treaties in some cases also oblige the Council
to consult the Economic and Social Committee. Consultation of the Committee is explicitly required, for example, for Council
measures relating to the freedom of
establishment (see Article 54(2) EC). But the
Council is free to consult the Committee in
other cases too. This is done very frequently,
although it is not the general rule as it is with
Parliament. As in the case of Parliament, the
Economic and Social Committee's opinion
on the proposal is sent to the Counci I and the
Commission, and this ends its part in the process. But the Committee's opinion, like that
of Parliament, is not binding on the Council.

specialized working parties and then by the ,
Permanent Representatives Committee. The
importance of this Committee in the workings of the Community can hardly be exaggerated. It is in permanent session, and coordinates the preparatory work for Council
meetings, determining the priorities and
urgency of the items on the Ministers' agenda when they meet in the Council. It can also
reach agreement on technical points, with
the Ministers merely rubber-stamping
measures adopted unanimously by the Permanent Representatives. Adoption of the
proposal by the Council is the final stage in
the legislative process.
Publication: The final text, in all nine official
languages of the Community (Danish,
Dutch, English, French, German, Greek,
Italian, Portuguese and Spanish), is adopted
by the Council, signed by the President ofthe
Council, and published in the Official journal of the European Communities or notified
to the person to whom it is addressed (Article
191 EC).

The cooperation procedure
(Article 189c EC)*
The cooperation procedure is substantially
inspired by the proposal procedure described above but involves a much stronger role
for Parliament and operates much more
quickly. It is applicable primarily in matters
relating to the internal market, social policy,
economic and social cohesion and R&D. '
Decisions may be taken by qualified majority
unless they concern taxation, the free movement of workers and their rights and
interests, in which case the unanimity
rule applies.

The enactment stage
After Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee have been consulted, the
Commission proposal is once more put
before the Council, perhaps amended by the
Commission in the light of the opinions of
Parliament and the Committee (see Article
189a EC).* It will first be discussed by

•

Formerly Article 149(1) EEC.

•

Formerly Article 149(2) EEC.

The cooperation procedure is briefly as

common position and the Council may

follows:

adopt it.

1. As in the proposal procedure, the procedure begins with a Commission proposal.
But it is not sent just to the Council: il also
goes to Parliament, which after a first reading
notifies the Council of its opinion.

(iii) It may reject the common posJtJon, in
which case unanimity is required for the
adoption of the instrument by the Council.
Given the difficulty of achieving unanimity
in the Council, the proposal is effectively
lost. Only rarely will Parliament block
legislation in this way.

2. On the basis of the Commission's proposal, Parliament's opinion and its own
deliberations, the Cou nci I adopts a common
position, which is sent to Parliament for its
second reading. Parliament now has three
months to do one of four things:

(iv) It may, and usually does, propose amendments to the common position. The question
is then whether the Commission accepts its
amendments. If it does, the Council may
adopt the instrument in the usual way, by a
qualified majority or (if it is departing from
the Commission's proposal) unanimously. If
the Commission does not accept them, their
adoption by the Council requires a
unanimous vote.

(i) It may accept the Council's common position, in which case the Council may adopt
the instrument.
(ii) It may refrain from reacting, in which case
it is deemed to have accepted the Council's
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The co-decision procedure
(Article 189b EC)

In any case, the Council may sti ll exercise a
veto by not taking any decision on the
amendments proposed by Parli ament or on
the amended Commission proposal, thereby
blocking the legislation in question.
However, on the whole, the cooperation proced ure is a considerable step forward in the
Community's decision-making process.

The following is a simp lified description of
the co-decision procedure:
1. Here again, the starting point is a Commission proposal that is sent to the Council and
Parliament. Parliament takes its first reading
and sends its opinion to the Council.
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2. On the basis of the Commission's proposal, Parliament's opinion and its own
deliberations, the Council adopts a common
position, by a qualified majority if it accepts
the Commission's proposal or unanimously
if it wishes to depart from it. The common
position is then sent to Parliament for its
second reading. Parliament is now at the
co-decision stage and has three months
in which to do one of three things:
(i) It may accept the Council's common position or refrain from reacting to it, in which
case the Council may adopt the instrument.
(ii ) If it wishes, it may make amendments to
the common position. The procedure is then
that a Conciliation Committee of representatives of the Council and Parliament (in
equal proportions) is set up to negotiate a
compromise. If a compromise is agreed on,
the instrument is adopted accordingly by
joint decision ofthe Council and Parliament.
(iii) It may reject the common position
outright, in which case the Council may convene the Conciliation Committee and the
procedure is then as above.
3. Where the Conciliation Committee fails to
agree on a compromise draft, the Council
may within six weeks confirm its common
position, amended as desired by Parliament,
by a qualified majority, but Pariament may
still reject it by an absolute majority of its
members at third reading. In this event the
proposal is lost; Parliament has an effective
right of veto.
The introduction of the co-decision procedure constitutes both a challenge and an
opportunity for Parliament. If the procedure
is to operate successfully, there must be an
agreement in the Conciliation Committee,
but there are the beginnings of a radically
new relationship between Parliament and
the Council. For the first time the two institutions are placed on an equal footing in the
legislative process. It will now be up to
Parliament to demonstrate its capacity for
compromise and to direct its energies in the
Conciliation Committee towards coming to

an agreement with the Council. In practice
the co-decision procedure is by no means
confined to areas of lesser political interest,
for it encompasses the free movement of
workers, freedom of establishment (including special rules for foreign nationals
and recognition of diplomas), freedom to
provide services, the harmonization of
legislation for the establishment and operation of the single market, education and
vocational training, youth, culture and
health, consumer protection, R&D and certain environmental programmes.

The procedure
measures

for

implementing

The general rule is that the Council confers
on the Commission the power to issue
measures implementing its instrument (Article 145 EC). Only in special cases may the
Council reserve implementing powers for
itself. When exercising its implementing
powers the Commission may neither amend
nor supplement the Council instrument; if
that is necessary, one of three committee procedures will be applied, as specified in the
enabling instrument.
The Advisory Committee procedure: This
procedure applies chiefly to measures required for the implementation of Council instruments for the achievement of the single
market. The Advisory Committee is made up
of representatives of the Member States and
chaired by a Commission representative.
The Commission representative present a
draft of the measures to be taken, and the
Committee gives its opinion on them within
a time limit set by the Commission. The
Commission is expected, though not obliged, to take the fullest possible account of
the opinion; it informs the Committee of the
action taken on its suggestions and proposed
amendments.
The Management Committee procedure:
This procedure has been applied for
agricultural regulations since 1962. Before
adopting implementing measures, the Com-
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mi ssion first consults a Management Committee composed of representatives of th e
M ember States, which gives an opinion on
them by qu alified majority (Articl e 148(2)
EC) . If th e Committee approves th e
measures, th e Commi ss ion may put them in' to effect. Oth erwise, th e Commission may
forthwith adopt measures and immediately
notify the Council of them . The Council may
then, within one month (variant a) or three
months (vari ant b), take a different decision.
The Legislation Committee procedure: Thi s

procedure, establish ed by the Council in
1968, appli es to other areas of Community
activity. The Committee likewise consists of
representatives of th e Member States and
gives its opinion on th e Commi ss ion's proposed impl ementing measures by qualified
majority. The difference between this procedure and the Management Committee
procedure li es in th e Commission's much
weaker position wh ere the Committee rejects the proposed measures or fails to give
an opinion. The Commi ssion cannot put its
measures immediately into effect but must
propose th em for a Council decision. The
Council must take its decision on this proposal by qualified majority within three
months. If it does not do so, the Commission
may then put its measures into effect (variant
a), unless th e Council adopts a different decision by qu alifi ed majority (variant b).

The simplified procedure
Th e simplifi ed procedure, where no Commi ssion proposal is needed to initiate th e
legislative process, applies to measures
within th e Commission's own powers and
also to non-mandatory instruments (recommendations and opinions) issued by the
Commission or the Council.

Specific ECSC procedures
Th e procedure is different in th e case of th e
binding lega l instruments of th e ECSC, th e
general decision and the ECSC recommen-

dation. The main difference from the sch eme
laid down in the Rome Treati es lies in the rol e
of the Commission and th e Council. Th e
ECSC Treaty gives th e power to adopt th ese
instruments not to th e Council but, generally, to th e Commi ssi on. In certai n speci fi ed
cases th ey require th e Council's assent, and
of course this does th en enable the Council
to block Commission measures. Before the
Commission finally adopts a text it mu st, in
certain cases laid down by th e Treaty, con sult
Parliament and the ECSC Consultative Committee.

LEGALITY OF THE ACTS
OF THE COMMUNITY
INSTITUTIONS
The Community treaties attach great importance to the principle that the acts of the institutions must be in accordance with the
provisions of the treaties. This principle is expressed in many of their provisions: for example, all three treaties, in connection with the
tasks of the Community and its institutions,
use the expressions 'in accordance with the
provisions of this Treaty', 'as provided in this
Treaty' and 'pursuant to this Treaty'. just as
the Community institution s are bound by the
law laid down in the treaties when exercising
their legislative and executive authority, so
they must observe Community secondary
law when enacting implementing provisions
and dealing with particu lar cases by means
of individual decisions. The comprehens ive
rules of Community law, sometimes quite
specifi c even on points of detai I, would have
little point if the Community institutions
were not bound to observe them
scrupulously.

• COMMUNITY SYSTEM
OF LEGAL PROTECTION
Like every legal order, the Community legal
order provides a self-contained system of
lega l protection to deal wi th disputes concerning Community law and to ensure its implementation . The focal point of this system
is the Court of justice of the European Communities and the associated Court of First In- ,
stance. It is the supreme and, at th e same .
time, the only judicial authority empowered •
to determine all questions of Community
law. Its general task is described in the founding treaties as being to 'ensure that in the interpretation and application of this Treaty the
law is observed'. (Articl e 164 EC, Article 136
Euratom, Article 31 ECSC). The Court's
duties are extremely wide-ranging. First, it
acts in an advisory capacity: it can deliver
opi nions on conventions the Community intends to conclude with States or internation al organizations. These opinions are
lega lly binding. Of much greater importance, however, are its functions as a judicial
body. They embrace the following types of
proceedings:

Treaty infringement proceedings
(Article 169 EC)
There is a procedure for establishing
whether a Member State has failed to fulfil an
obligation imposed on it by Community law.
Given the seriousness of the accusation, the
referral of the Court of justice must be
preceded by a preliminary proced ure in
which the Member State is given th e opportunity to present its observations. If the
dispute is not settled at that stage, either the
Commission or another Member State may
commence an action in the Court. In practice
the initiative is usually taken by the Commission . The Court investigates the complaint
and decided whether the Treaty is infringed .
If so, the offending Member State is then required to take the measures needed to conform. If a Member State fails to comply with
a judgment given against it, the Treaty on
European Union offers a new possibility of
ordering it to pay a lump-su m fine or a penal-
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ty payment (Article 171 EC, as amended at
Maastricht).
Actions for annulment (Article 173 EC)
These actions are to have Council or Commission instruments annulled. They may be
based on allegations of ultra vires, violation
of essential procedural requirem ents, infringement of the Treaties or seconda ry
legislation, or abuse of discretion . Th ey may
be brought by a Member State, th e Council
or the Commission. The Court of justice has
held that they may be brought by Pari iament
where it ca n show that th e enacting institution has violated the rights conferred on it by
the Community treaties. But citi zens and
firms can only proceed against decisions that
are persona lly addressed to them or, though
addressed to others, have a direct individua l
effect on them. If the action succeeds, the
Court may declare the instrument void with
retroactive effect; in certain circumstances, it
may declare it void solely from th e date of the
judgment. By the Council Decision of 8 june
1993, actions for annulment brought by
citizens and firms wi ll lie in the Court of First
Instance, except where they re late to
anti-dumping matters.

Complaints for failure to act
(Article 175 EC Treaty)
This form of action supplements the legal
protection available against the Council and
the Commission ; it lies where the institution
has un lawfu ll y fai led to take a decision.
There is a preliminary procedure whereby
the complainant must first put the institution
on notice to perform its duty. The order
sought in an action by the Council, the Commission or Parliam ent is a declaration that
the Counci l or the Commission has infringed
the Treaty by neglecting to take a decision required of it. Where the action is brought by
a ci tizen or a firm, it is fo r a declaration th at
the institution has infringed the Treaty by
neg lecting to address an individual decision
to them. The jud gment simp ly finds that th e
neglect was unl awful. The Court of justice
has no jurisdiction to order that a decision be
taken: the party aga inst whom judgment is
given is merely req uired in the usual way to
take measures to comply with the judgment.

Actions for damages
(Article 178 and the second paragraph
of Article 215 EC)
Citizens and firms that sustain damage by
reason offault committed by EC staff have the
possibility to proceed for damages in the
Court of justice. The basis for Community
liability is set rather laconically by the
treaties; for the rest, it is governed by the
general principles common to the laws of the
Member States. The Court has fleshed this
out, holding that the following conditions
must be satisfied before an award of damages
can be made:
(i) There must be an unlawful act by a Community institution or by a member of its staff
in the exercise of his functions as such.

Where the case turns on liability for a
legislative instrument (regulation or directive) unlawfully made by the institution, it is
not enough that the instrument be unlawful:
it must be in substantial and manifest conflict
with a superior rule of law having the purpose of protecting individual rights. It is no
easy matter to determine when there is a
serious enough violation of Community law.
The Court tends to have regard to the narrowness of the category of persons affected
by the offending measure and the scale of the
damage sustained, which must be in excess
of the commercial risk that it is reasonable to
expect the relevant branch of economic life
to accept.
(ii) There must be actual damage.
(iii) There must be a causal link between the
act of the Community institution and the
damage sustained.
(iv) Intent or negligence do not have to be
proved. Actions for damages are within the
jurisdiction of the Court of First Instance.

Staff disputes (Article 179 EC)
The Court of First Instance also has jurisdiction in disputes arising between staff
members or their surviving family members
and their employing institution from the
employment relationship.

Preliminary rulings (Article 177 EC)
This is the procedure whereby the national
courts can seek guidance on Community law
from the Court of justice. Where a national
court is required to apply provisions of Community law in a case before it, it may stay the
proceedings and ask the Court of justice
questions regarding the validity of the Community instrument at issue and/or the interpretation of the instrument and of the
treaties. The Court of justice answers the
question in a judgment, not in an advisory
opinion; this highlights the mandatory
nature of its ruling. The preliminary ruling
procedure, unlike the other procedures considered here, is not a contentious procedure
but simple one stage in the proceedings that
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begins and ends in the national court. The

3. Obligation to refer. A national court or

object is to secure a uniform interpretation of
Commun ity law and, with it, the unity of the
Commun ity legal order.

tribunal against whose decision there is no
judicial remedy in national law is obliged to
refer, unless the question is of no material importance for the outcome of the case before
it or has already been answered by the Court
of justice or the interpretation of Community
law is not open to reasonable doubt. But the
obligation to refer is unconditional where
the validity of a Community instrument is in
issue. Failure to discharge the obligation to
refer can be penalized in both national and
Community law. In Community terms it
would constitute an infringement of the EC
Treaty, of Article 177 to be precise, exposing
the relevant Member State to infringement
proceedings under Article 169. But so far this
has never been necessary. In national terms
there will be the question of the validity of a
judgment given in disregard of obligations
flowing from Community law.

The broad lines of the preliminary ruling procedure can be summed up as follows:
1. Subject-matter. The Court of justice rules
on the validity and interpretation of instruments of Community law but not of
national instruments.
2. Capacity to proceed. The procedure is
avai lable to all independent official disputesettlement authorities, 'independent' me ani ng not bound by instructions. The national
court's decision whether or not to make a
reference will depend on the importance of
the point of Community law in issue for the
settlement of the dispute before it, which is
a matter for the national court to assess. The
parties can only request, not require it to
make a reference. The Court of justice considers the importance of the point solely in
terms of whether there is indeed a point of
law to be examined that has not already been
settled.

4. Effect. The preliminary ruling is directly
binding on the referring court and all other
courts hearing the same case. And in practice
it has a very high status as a precedent for
subsequent cases of Iike nature.

THE POSITION OF COMMUNITY LAW IN
RELATION TO THE LEGAL ORDER AS A WHOLE
After all that we have learnt about the structure of the Community and its legal order, it
is not easy to assign Community law its
rightful place in the legal order as a whole
and to define the boundaries between it and
other legal orders. Two possible approaches
to classifying it must be rejected from the
outset. Community law must not be conceived of as a mere collection of international
agreements, nor can it be viewed as a part or
an appendage of national legal systems.

• THE AUTONOMY OF THE
COMMUNITY LEGAL ORDER
On the contrary, through the establishment
of the Community, the Member States have
limited their legi slative sovereignty and in so
doing have created a self-sufficient body of
law that is binding on them and on their
nationals.

One of the best-known cases heard in the

State cou ld then, by interpreting provision s

Court of justice was Costa v ENEL in 1964. In
1962 Italy had nationalized electricity
generation and distribution and vested the
business of the former electricity compani es
in ENEL, the new publi c co rporation . Mr
Costa lost his rights to d ividends formerly
payabl e to him as a shareho lder in Edi son
Volta as a result of the nationalization and
decl ined to pay an electricity bill for LIT
1 926 by way of self-compensation . In th e
Milan cou rt his argument was that th e nationalization act was contrary to a ran ge of
provisions of the EEC Treaty. The court referred questions on th e interpretation of these
provisions to the Court of j usti ce. The Italian
Government pleaded th at the referen ce was
'absolutely in admissibl e' since the national
court cou ld apply only nationa l law and had
no bu siness presenting the case to the Court
of ju stice. The Court's answer was unequivocal:
' By contrast with o rdinary internationa l
treati es, th e EEC Treaty has created its ow n
legal system w hich , on th e entry into force of
the Trea ty, became an integral part of the
lega l system s of the Member States and
w hich th eir courts are bo und to apply.
By creating a Community of unlimited duration, having its own institutions, its own lega l
capacity ... and, more particularly, real
powers ..., the Member States have limited
thei r sovereign rights, albeit w ithin li mited
fields, and have thu s created a body of law
which binds both th eir national s and
themselves.'
The autonomy of the Community lega l orde r
is of fundamental significance for the nature
of the EC, for it is the only guara ntee th at
Community law will not be watered down
be th e interaction with national law and that
it will app ly uniformly throughout the Community. Thi s is why the concepts of Community law are interpreted in the light of the
purposes pursued by Comm unity law and
the Commun ity in genera l. This specific
teleol ogica l interpretati on technique is indispen sable si nce specific rights are secured
by Com munity law and w ithout it they
woul d be endangered, fo r each Member

in differe nt ways, decide individua lly on the
substance of the freedoms th at Community
law is supposed to generate. As an example,
conside r the co ncept of the worker, on which
the scope of the concept of freedom of movement is based. The specific Community concept of the worker is quite capable of
deviating fro m the concepts that are known
and applied in the legal orders of the
Member States.
Against the backdrop of this concept of the
autonomy of the Community legal order,
w hat is the relationship between Community law and national law?
Eve n if Community law constitu tes a lega l
order that is se lf-suffi cient in relation to the
legal o rd ers of the Member States, thi s situation mu st not be regard ed as one in which
the Community legal order and the legal
orders of the Member States are superimposed on one another like layers of
bedrock. Th e fact that they are applicab le to
the same people, who thus become citizen s
of a nati ona l State and citize ns of the Community in one person, negates such a ri gid
demarcati on of these lega l orders. Secondly,
such an approach disrega rd s the fact th at
Community law can beco me operati ona l
only if it becomes part of the legal orders of
the Member States. The tru th is that the Community lega l order and the national legal
orders are interlocked and mutually dependent on one another.

• COOPERATION BETWEEN
COMMUNITY LAW AND
NATIONAL LAW
This aspect of the interaction between Community law and national law covers those
areas where the two systems supplement
each other. Article 5 of the EC Treaty is clear
enough:
'Member States shall take all appropriate
measures, whether general or particular, to
ensure fulfilment of the obligations arising
out of this Treaty or resulting from action
taken by the institutions of the Community.
They shall facilitate the achievement of the
Community's tasks.
They shall abstain from any measure which
could jeopardize the attainment of the objectives of this Treaty.'
This general principle was inspired by an
awareness that the Community legal order
on its own is not able to fully achieve the objectives pursued by the establishment of the
EC. Unlike a national legal order, the Community legal order is not a self-contained
system but relies on the support of the national systems for its operation. All three
branches of government - the legislative,
the executive and the judicial - therefore
need to acknowledge that the Community
legal order is not a 'foreign' system but that
the Member States and the Community institutions have established indissoluble links
between themselves so as to achieve their
common objectives. The EC is not justa community of interests; it is a community of
solidarity. It follows that national authorities
are required not only to observe the Community treaties and secondary legislation;
they must also implement them and bring
them to Iife. The interaction between the two
systems is so thoroughly multifaceted that a
few examples are called for.
The first illustration of the way in which the
Community and national legal orders mesh
with each other and complement each other
is the directive, already considered in the
chapter on legislation. All the directive itself

fixes in binding terms is the result to be
achieved by the Member State; it is for national authorities, via domestic law, to
decide how and by what means the result is
then actually achieved. In the judicial area,
the two systems mesh through the
preliminary ruling procedure of Article 177
of the EC Treaty, whereby national courts
may, or sometimes must, refer questions on
the interpretation and validity of Community
lawtotheCourtofjustice, whose ruling may
well be of decisive authority in the settlem~nt of the dispute before them. Two things
are clear. For one, the court in the Member
States are required to observe and apply
Community law; for another, the interpretation of Community law and declarations as
to its validity are the sole preserve of the
Court of Justice. The interdependence of
Community and national law is further i 1lustrated by what happens when gaps in
Community law need to be filled in, as
where Community law makes a renvoi to existing rules of national law to complete the
rules it itself determines. The fate of the relevant rules of Community law will then largely depend on the national rules. An example
of this is to be found in Article 192 of the EC
Treaty, which reads:
'Decisions of the Council orthe Commission
which impose a pecuniary obligation on persons other than States shall be enforceable.
Enforcement shall be governed by the rules of
civil procedure in force in the State in the
territory of which it is carried out ...'
This principle is actually applicable to the
full range of obligations under Community
law has not itself determined rules for its
enforcement. In any such case, national
authorities enforce Community law by
means of the substantive and procedural provisions of their own legal systems. But the
principle is subject to one proviso: the
uniformity of the application of Community
law must be preserved, for it would be
wholly unacceptable for citizens and firms to
be affected unequally- and therefore unjustly- by it.
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• CONFLICT BETWEEN
COMMUNITY LAW AND
NATIONAL LAW
However, the relationship between Community law and national law is also
characterized by an occasional ' hosti lity' between the Community legal order and the
national legal orders. Here one speaks of a
conflict between Community law and national law. Such a situation always arises
when a provision of Community law confers
rights and imposes obligations directly upon
Community citizens while its content confli cts with a rule of national law. Concealed
behind this apparently simple problem area
are two fundamental question s underlying
the construction of the Community, the
answers to which were destined to become
the acid test fo r the existence of th e Community legal order, namely:
(i) the direct applicability of Community law
and
(ii) the primacy of Community law over conflicting national law.

Direct applicability of Community law
Firstly, the direct applicability of Comm unity
law simp ly means that th e latter confers
rights and imposes obligations directly not
only on the Community in stitution s and the
Member States but also on the Community's
citizens. That bald statement does not,
however, get us very far since the question remains which provisions of Community law
have that effect. The Community treaties
en li ghten us in this regard only by reference
to what is referred to as secondary legis lation
(enacted by the institutions) . For example,
Article 189(2) EC states that a regulation is
'di rectly applicable in all M ember States'.
One of the outstanding achievements of the
Court of justice of the European Com-

munities is that is has enforced the direct applicability of the provisions of Community
law despite the initial resistance of certain
Member States and has thus guaranteed the
existence of the Community legal order. Its
case-law on this point started with a perfectly
run-of-the-mill case which, however, was
destined to go down in the annals of the
Court. In this case, a Dutch transport firm,
Van Gend & Laos, brought an action in a
Dutch court agai nst the Dutch customs
authorities, who had charged in creased
customs duties on a chemical product imported from th e Federal Republic of Germany. The firm regarded this practice as an
infringement of Article 12 EEC, which prohibited the Member States from introducin g
new customs duties or increasing those that
they already applied in the common market.
In the final analysis, the outcome of these
proceed ings depended on the question
whether individu als, also, can rely on Article
12 against customs duties levied in breach of
the Treaty. As the answer to thi s question
necessitated an interpretation of the EEC
Treaty, the Dutch court suspended the proceedings and referred the matter to the Court
of justice. Despite the advice of numerou s
governments and its Advocate-General, the
Court decided that all the rules of the founding treaties, which are worded uncondi-

tionally, are self-sufficient and legally complete so that their implementation or validity
does not require any further intervention by
the Member States or the Commission, can
apply directly to individuals. This was stated
to be the case with Article 12, so that the Van
Gend & Loos company could also derive
rights from that provision which the Dutch
court had to protect. The logica l consequence was that the customs duties levied in

breach of the Treaty were declared void. In
the grounds for its judgment, the Court stated
that 'the Community constitutes a new legal
order... the subjects of which comprise not
only the Member States but also their nationals. Independently of the legislation of
Member States, Community law not only imposes obligations on individuals but is also
intended to confer upon them rights. These
rights arise not only where they are expressly

granted by the Treaty, but also by reason of

equal treatment of nationals and foreigners

obligations which the Treaty imposes in a
clearly defined way upon individuals as well
as upon the Member States and upon the institutions of the Community'.

as regards establishment could no longer be
maintained, as Article 52 was directly applicable since the end of the transitional
period and hence entitled Community
citizens to take up and pursue gainful
employment in another Member State in the
same way as a national. As a result of this
judgment Mr Reyners had to be admitted to
the legal profession in Belgium.
The Court of justice was given an opportunity in the Van Binsbergen case to establish expressly the direct effect of Article 59 EEC.
These proceedings involved inter alia the
question whether a Dutch legal provision to
the effect that only persons habitually resident in the Netherlands could act as legal
representatives before an appeal court is
compatible with the Community rules on
freedom to provide services. The Court
answered this question in the negative on the
ground that all restrictions to which Community citizens might be subject by reason of
their nationality or place of residence infringe Article 59 and are therefore void.
Of the many other treaty provisions whose
direct effect within a Member State the Court
has confirmed, the following may be singled
out: Article 30 EC, which guarantees
freedom of movement for goods, and Article
119 EC, which guarantees equal pay for men
and women.
Since 1970 the Court has extended its principles concerning direct effect to provisions
in directives and in decisions addressed to
States. This seems logical if even treaty law
can apply directly to Community citizens
despite the fact that it is addressed first and
foremost to the Member States.
The practical importance of the direct effect
of Community law in the form in which it has
been developed and brought to fruition by
the Court of justice can scarcely be overemphasized. It improves the position of the
individual by turning the freedoms of the
common market into rights that may be enforced in a national court of law. The direct
effect of Community law is therefore one of
the pillars, as it were, of the Community legal
order.

Subsequently, the Court continued to apply
this reasoning in regard to provisions of the
EEC Treaty that are of far greater importance
to citizens of the Community than Article 12.
Three judgments are noteworthy here covering the direct application of Article 48
(freedom of movement), Article 52 (freedom
of establishment) and Article 59 (freedom to
provide services).
With regard to the guarantees afforded by Article 48, the Court of justice delivered a judgment declaring the article directly applicable
in the VanDuyn case. The facts of this case
were as follows: a Miss van Duyn, a Dutch
national, was, in May 1973, refused leave to
enter the United Kingdom in order to take up
employment as a secretary with the 'Church
of Scientology', an organization considered
by the Home Office to be 'socially harmful'.
Relying on the Community rules on freedom
of movement for workers, in particular Article 48 EEC, Miss van Duyn brought an action
before the High Court. She sought a declaration from the High Court that she was entitled to stay in the United Kingdom for the
purpose of employment and to be given
leavetoenterthe United Kingdom. In answer
to a question referred by the High Court, the
Court of justice held that Article 48 has direct
effect and hence confers on individuals
rights that are enforceable before the courts
of a Member State.
The Court of justice was asked by the Belgian
Consei I d'Etatto give a ruling on the direct effect of Article 52. The Conseil d'Etat had to
decide an action brought by a Dutch lawyer,
j. Reyners, who wished to assert his rights
arising out of Article 52. Mr Reyners felt
obliged to bring the action after he had been
denied admission to the profession of lawyer
in Belgium because of his foreign nationality,
despite the fact that he had passed the
necessary Belgian examinations. In its judgment of 21 July 1974, the Court held that un-

Primacy of Community law
The direct effect of a provis ion of Community
law leads to a second, equally fundamental
question: what happens if a provision of
Community law gives rise to direct rights and
obligations for the Community citizen and
conflicts in substance with a rule of national
law?
Such a conflict between Community law and
national law can be settled only if one gives
way to the other. Community legislation contains no express provision on the question.
None of the Community treaties contains a
provision stating, for example, that Community law overrides national law or that it is
inferior to national law. Nevertheless, the
only way of settling conflicts between Community law and national law is to grant Community law primacy over national law and
allow it to supersede all national provisions
that diverge from a Community rule and take
their place in the national legal orders. After
all, what would remain of the Community
legal order if Community law were to be
subordinated to national law? Hardly
anything! Community rules could be set
aside by any national law. There would no
longer be any question of a uniform and
equal application of Community law in all
Member States. Nor would the Community
be able to perform the tasks entrusted to it by
the Member States. The ability of the Community to function would be jeopardized,
and the construction of a united Europe on
which so many hopes rest would never be
achieved.
Once again it fell to the Court of justice of the
Community, in view of these consequences,
to establish - despite opposition from
several Member States- the princip le of the
primacy of Community law that is essential
to the existence of the Community legal
order. In so doing, it erected the second pillar
of the Community legal order after direct effect, which was to turn that legal order at last
into a sound edifice. In Costa v ENEL, the
Court made two important observations
regarding the relationship between Community law and national law:

Firstly: the Member States have definitively
transferred sovereign rights to a Community
created by them. They cannot reverse this
process by means of subsequent unilateral
measures inconsistent with the Community
concept.
Secondly: it is a principle of the Treaty that no
Member State may call into question the
status of Community law as a system
uniformly
and
generally
applicable
throughout the Community.
It follows from this that Community law,
which was enacted in accordance with the
powers laid down in the Treaties, has priority
over any conflicting law of the Member
States. Not only is it stronger than earlier national law, but it also has a limiting effect on
laws adopted subsequently.
Ultimately, the Court did not in its judgment
call in question the nationalization of the
Italian electricity industry, but it quite emphatically established the primacy of Community law over national law.
The Court has since adhered to this finding
in case after case. It has, in fact, developed it
further in one respect. Whereas in the judgment just mentioned it was concerned only
with the question of the primacy of Community law over ordinary national laws, it
confirmed the principle of primacy with
regard also to the relationship between Community law and national constitutional law.
After initial hesitation, national courts in
principle accepted the interpretation of the
Court of justice. In the Netherlands no difficulties could arise in any case as the
primacy of treaty law over national statute
law is expressly laid down in the constitution
(Articles 65 to 67). In the other Member
States the principle of the primacy of Community law over national law has likewise
been recognized by national courts.
However, the constitutional courts of Germany and Italy initially refused to accept the
primacy of Community law over national
constitutional law, in particular regarding
the guaranteed protection of fundamental
rights. They abandoned their objections only
after the protection of fundamental rights in

the Community legal order had reach ed a
standard that corresponded in essence to
that of their national constitutions. Si nee

then the primacy of Community law even
over national constitutional law has been
gene ral ly recognized.

CONCLUSIONS
What overall picture emerges of the construction ofthe European Community and its
legal order?
The European Communities have a relatively
uniform system of rules- their constitution.
Crucial factors in its creation were the comparable state of economic development of
the original Member States and their broad
consensus on the means and objectives of
the unification of Europe. The similarity of
Member States' values and the existence of a
model were decisive when it came to choosing a constitutional system.
The legal order is the true foundation of the
Community, giving it a common system of
law on which to operate. Only by creating
new law and upholding it can the objectives
pursued by setting up the Community be
achieved. The Community legal order has
already accomplished a great deal in this
respect. It is thanks not least to this new legal
order that the, by and large, open frontiers,
the substantial trade in goods and services,
the migration of workers and the large
number of transnational links between companies have already made the common
market part of everyday life for approximately
360 million people. Another feature of the

Community legal order that has already attained historic importance is its peacemaking role. With its objective of maintaining
peace and liberty, it replaces force as a means
of settling conflicts by rules of law that bind
both individuals and the Member States into
a single Community. As a result the Community legal order is an important instrument for the preservation and creation of '
peace.
The Community legal order and the Community that is based on it can survive only if
observance and protection of the legal order
are guaranteed. This is ensured by the two
cornerstones of the Community legal order:
the direct effect of Community law and the
primacy of Community law over national
law. These two principles, the existence and
maintenance of which are defended with
great determination by the Court of Justice,
guarantee the uniform and priority application of Community law in all Member States.
For all its imperfections, the contribution the
Community legal order makes towards solving the political, economic and social
problems of the Member States of the '
Community is of inestimable value.
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